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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NRW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Austin W Richardson In bankruptcy.
Admr notice—Est of Harvey J Cunningham.
**
—Est of Frederick B Googins.
Legislative notice.
Dr H Greely—Special notice.
Mrs M H Hall—Woman wanted.
Alley’s Market.
J II Bresnaban—Taxes.
Lamoinb Bbach:
Wilbur C Wallace—Tender found.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
—

**

OF

ELLSWORTH

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two-thirds of Ellsworth’s
Merchants

i

AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4,

WEDNESDAY

1912.

WE RENT

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

Portland, Mr:

Cobb A Co—Man wanted.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
at bllswobth postofficb.

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

From West— 7.13 a m; 4.14, 6.26 p m.
From East—11.06,11.67 a m; 6.47, 10.62 p

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

m.

mail closbs at fostoffigb

Going West—10.80,11.30 a m 5.16,9 p
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.46, 6 pm.

m.

re-

ceived during the ten years, and a nel!
gain over deaths, dismissions and members dropped of 130, the membership today being 961.
The committee to which was referred
the question of a celebration in commemoration of the 160tb anniversary of Ells-

worth,

have draw’n up a program which
will be submitted to a mass meeting of
the citizens of Ellsworth at the board of
trade rooms in Hancock hall next Friday

OF ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. Edward L. Drummey returned last
week from a visit in Boston.

Harry W. Haynes

STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
painstaking service—these tour (orm the foundation upon which this bank

street, in the eighty-first year of her age»
Mrs. Eppes had been an invalid over four
years, suffering several shocks of paralysis. She leaves two sons—Charles H.,
of Brockton, Mass., and Henry A., of
Miss
Ellsworth; and two daughters
Emma Eppes, of Ellsworth, and Mrs.
Harold A. Wentworth, of Wellesley,

baB been erected. These four we guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our handB.
Your account 1b respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
funds
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. True
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
of
assets.
An
additional
lies
in
the
fact
guarantee
perfect
banking
security
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with

Mass. The funeral will be held at the
bouse to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The Kentucky Trotting Record recently
published a statement that Bndd Doble,
the famous driver of trotting horses, was
the oldest driver of the season just closed.

sound banking.

has been confined to
The Record now corrects this statement in
past week by illneBS.
the following item: “It was believed that
GRANGE DAY.
Mrs. Irving Osgood, who has been seri- Bndd Doble
was the oldest driver who
111
the
is
ously
past week,
improving.
drove a winning trotter daring the past Green Mountain Pomona Will Meet
in Ellsworth To-morrow.
Schooner Kate L. Pray sailed last Friday season. This is found to be not the case,
for Searaport, with staves for C. J. Trew- as E. H.
Green Mountain Pomona, which is comGreely, aged eighty years, of
ory.
Ellsworth, Me., won a six-heat event with posed of ail the granges of eastern HanWalter Smith is home from Boston (or a Maine Todd at Cherryfield, Maine, re- cock county and the Union river valley,
Mr. Greely therefore goes on will hold its annual meeting in Ellsworth
visit of two weeks with his mother, Mrs. cently.”
recodd as the oldest driver of a winning to-morrow. This city is centrally located
Annie Smith.
for the grangers, and the indications are
trotter in the season of 1912.
The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
that with anything like pleasant weather,
ine most, successiul
ehurch will serve supper in the vestry tomasquerade ball of
the day will bring together one of the
years in fills worth was that given
on
morrow evening.
largest gatherings of grangers ever held
Dr. Harry C. Mason and family, of Old Thanksgiving night at Hancock hall, un- in the
county.
der the management of ten Ellsworth
Town, spent Thanksgiving with F. L.
The grangers come here at the invitation
young ladies. There were seventy-five
Mason and family.
of the Ellsworth Merchants’ association,
couples in mask on the grand march.
Herbert R. Holmes, who has been emand they will be guests of the association
Many of the costumes were original and
at dinner at Odd Fellows ball at noon. At
ployed in Fairdeld, is spending a few pretty, some elaborate, some
funny.
Only
6 o’clock there will be a banket supper at
days at his home here.
maskers were allowed on the floor before
the same place, the Merchants’ association
H. N.
was in
the

—as well as their execution—Is offered by this company.
When
desired, wejkeep the wills of our patrons in our safety vault
where they are safe against loss or tampering. As executors,
this company acta properly and impartially—and it cannot die,
as the individual executor might at a most inopportune time.
Ask us freely about best care for YOUR will.
at

Branches

._._
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Old
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General

INSURANCE
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Representing the leading
companies, I am able to
give my patrons the best

;;

there is for the

;;

;;

M
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■

■

!
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premium

p*id-

;;
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Git on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
ately.
Insure with only flhe hest companies—and the
best companies are handled by

Insurance, Real Estate.

Property

owners will be

who had

Dodge and family, of liar Harbor,
spent Thanksgiving with his parents,
George F. Dodge and wife.
H. C.

Insurance

Fire
with E. J.

Note These

WALSH,

ELLSWORTH.

Bargains:25e

Parcher’s

8 Bare Lenoxhoap,
25c
3 pkgs Bop Corn Starch.
25c
8 lbs. Koda Crackers.
3 Dm. Confectionery Sugar, 25c
25c
cans Kunkel Bros. Coco*.
25c
8
Potato Flour,

officers of Irene chapter,
O. E.
will take place at the regular
meeting Friday evening. A full attendThe election of

is desired.

Foster was pleasantly surprised
eighth birthday, Nov. 29, by a

Louise
on

her

of her little

I wan* • «. and 6 1-2 ft. hoops.
H. P.
Alain 8t.,

CAKTK*,

Ellsworth

Loan

ON

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper
ALSO

on

C. C. Burrill & Son
IS

a

package

make two

gallons

of

wash-

FOil SALE BV
Dunbar Broe., Sullivan-, E. C. Leung &
Son, East Bluehill; E. k. Smith, Alt.
Desert; E. M. King, W. C. Wallace, E.
B. Smith, Lamoine; 0. H. Grindai, 'O.
F. Torrence, F. G. Leach, Ellsworth.

DEALER* IN

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

of

aafteDS the water ami has a mwst wonderful cleans ing and bleaching power;
Contents of
removes grease and dirt.

ing fluid.

Money to

STATE STREET.

ELLSWORTH.

ME

IRA^THAGANr^rM
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
Cat.. SSittttS.

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

Everybody
can save a

Financial
matter of

little at

success

is

a

time.

simply

sticking to your

ing plan—making

a

sav-

your
than

Character Stronger
any

Temptation
to spend.

Monaghan’s ORCHESTRA Hancock Co. Savings
Round Dances. ==Bank
PRIAVTE LESSONS
MUSIC turnl.hedfor.lt occulom.
in

INSTRUCTION ON VIOLIN sad CORNET.
Write tor term*.

C.

SC.

Me.
Monaghan, Ell.worth,

at the home of

party
friends,
her parents, George*. Foster and wife.
Miss

night
where
citis.

Monday
hospital,
she was operated upon for appendiShe is making satisfactory recovRosa

from

Meader returned

the

Rsr

Harbor

ery.

Ellsworth,

Nh aino

Commenced Btininess
May 1, 1873.

served.

which

refresh-

After

supper many
enjoyed the evening as spectators

joined in the dancing.
Music was furnished by the E. M. C. orchestra.
The
young

-ladies

compliments

played by

and

charge

in

on

the

success

received many
of the affair.

week, Jan. 27 to Feb. 1.
graduated according to
amount of goods purchased and number
food fair

The rebates

are

of miles traveled.
Below is the

schedule,

the towns

listed

different amounts being those
round-trip fare will be allowed
on purchases to that amount.
Rebates on
the Washington county line from west of
Franklin are for single fare only, except
when special roundtrip rates are granted
by the railroad.

after the

from which

f&—Ellsworth Falls, Nicolin, Franklin
Road, Hancock, Lamoine, Surry, Trenton,
Waltham.

#7.50— Bluehill, Or land, Otis, Mt Desert
Ferry, Waukeag, Mariaville, Green Lake.
Mt. Desert, Amherst, Dedham,
#10
East brook, Gouldsboro, Penobscot.
#15
Sullivan,
Sorrento,
Ten Ellsworth young men are arrangBrooklin,
ing for a “Wayback* ball to be given Aurora, Brooksville, Sedgwick, Franklin,
Holden.
on Monday evening, Dec. 90, at Hanoock
#20—Harrington, Columbia, Cherryfield,
Music will be by Monaghan’s orhall.
Castine, Cranberry Isles, Swan’s Island,
chestra, five pieces.
Plantations 8, 21, 33, Bangor, Bar Htfrbor,
Miss Erva Giles, one of Ellsworth’s
Unionville, Verona, Bucksport.
promising young mnsicians, left last
#25—Columbia Falls, Jonesboro, WhitThursday for Boston, where she will conneyville, Machias, East Machias, Machiastinue her study of the piano. She was
Mr. Hopkins at the opening of the morning service at the Congregational church
next Sunday. The oervice will begin at
10.26 o’clock.

—

—

Walter A.

Hoops

Circle supper at 6.39.

her

mother, Mrs.

Giles, who swill remain with her.
expect to be away until next May.

Compound

were

furnishing coffee.
As an added inducement for a large attendance, fifteen Ellsworth merchants are
offering a mileage rebate on goods purchased

in their

rebate is

The

stores.

graduated according

to miles travelled,
and, while not for grangers only, is at
this time for one day only—Grange day.

Siding, where he has been emcarpenter by the Ray Lumber

Kuroki

ployed

as a

Co.
H. Fremont Maddocks and wife entertained a party at their home Thanksgiving
day. The guests were Fred Moore, wife
and infant daughter, Mrs. Harlan Perry
and Howard Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, Hamlin Maddocks and wife, and Mrs. Marcia
L. Gray.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Saturday

evening,

Dec. 7, at Society

hall—Dance.

Wednesday evening, Dec. 11, at Society
hall—Dancing school and extra.
Thursday evening, Dec. 5, at Baptist
vestry—Supper, 15 cents.
Thursday, Dec. 5, at Methodist vestry—
Supper, 15 cents.
Thursday, Dec. 5, at Hancock hall
Annual meeting of Green Mountain Po—

mona

grange

forenoon

and

afternoon.

meeting in the evening.
church will serve a
supper to-morrowMonday
evening, Dec. 9, at Methodist
MILAGE REBATES.
evening at 5JS0 at the vestry.
The same rebates will alBO be allowed to vestry—Dime social by J. W. class.
Mrs. Julia Niccolla will leave Monday
Ellsworth Merchants Offer Induce- shoppers during Christmas week and for
Monday evening, Dec. 30, at Hancock
for Boston and vicinity, spending Christfood fair week.
ments to Out-of-Town Buyers.
hall—Way-back ball.
inas week in Woonsocket, R. I.
The forenoon and afternoon sessions toFifteen
Ellsworth merchants have
Saturday evening, Jan. 4, at Hancock
The foremorrow are for grangers only.
Miss Marion Rideout has returned to agreed to the mileage rebate
plan suggested
hall—Rogers & Grilley, musical entertainBucksport, where she is teaching, after a by the Merchants’ association as an in- noon will be devoted to an address of wel- ers.
First entertainment in Lyceum
vacation of two weeks at home.
ducement to out-of-town buyers to do come, by Iloy C. Haines, response by course. Tickets for course of five enter! Worthy Master A. 1. Foss, reports of oftheir
in
Ellsworth.
The
rebates
The social to be given by the J. W. class
shopping
tainments, $2. The sale of course tickets
ficers and oommittees. The afternoon will
of the Methodist ehurch on Dec. 2 has are to be allowed for to-morrow (Grange
is in charge of Miss Annie E. Gray.
be taken up by election and installation
been postponed to Monday evening, Dec. H. day); folr Christmas week, Dec. 16 to 28,
Jan. 27 to Feb.
at Hancock hall—Ells-

accompanied by

pkgs
This Deal For Oash.

$2.70

Methodist

the ladies of the

Haeodsl’s “Creation” will be

protected from fire by ptaingftheir

intermission, daring

ments

his

ance

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi.

C. w. & F. L. MASON,

Bragdon,<*f Lamoine,

city Thanksgiving day, the guest of
uncle, H. W. Dunn.

this

By request,

Elisworth

12 Main i*t.,

: ‘111

■

■'

Agent,

Capt.

(«%%«%%•

■

II

Dexter.

«x-l

»

i; 0. W. Tapley,

I

Maohtaa,

75.000

100,000
1,400,000

ASSETS.

bis bouse the

Best Care of Wills

1<M

CAHTUi,.«
SURPLUS and PROFITS,

The

—

No Sunday mail after Nov 24; until that
date mall arrives from west at 8.11 a m; closes
for west at 4.20 p m.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an hour before mail closes.

ontUementB.

t,

831.

was

members

Louisa W., widow of Daniel H. Eppes,
died yesterday at herj home on Union

MAILS RECEIVED.

23 Main St.

been 448

meeting was originally
called for Monday evening, but storm
caused postponement.
A large attendance of citizens is desired.
Ladies are
especially invited.
*

The New Chase House.

In

pastorate
new

evening.

Franklin, Mass:

for S3 per year and upwards.

when he assumed the
There have

No. 49.

!i

aoDctiiiimntt®

Bonsey has

leased the

port, Winter Harbor.
L. F.
#80— Dennysville, Ayer Junction, PemThey broke
Perry, Deer Isle, isle au Haut,
Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal
hoop- Harbor, Manset, Tremont.
H. B.

pole factory ou Church street, of
f&O—Eastport, Mitltown, Calais, StonPhillips, and is carrying oc an extensive ington, Long Island.
hoop-pole manufacturing business. EdThe merchants offering the rebates are:
mund G. Hopkins is sawing. Mr. Bonsey H. C. Austin &
Co., Century Boot Shop,
at
his
is cutting the polos
place on the A. M. Connick, J. P. Eldridge, H. C. Jorroad.
He
expects to keep the dan, E. G. Moore, C. L.
Bucksport
Morang, George
factory running all .winter.
A. Parcher, W. R. Paker Clo. Co., Reliable
Among Ellsworth boys aud girls at Clo. Co., E. F. Robinson, Smith & liagerwere
for Thanksgiving
Arthur thy, J. A. Thompson, H. F. Wescott.
home
Parcber, from Maine medical school; Clarence Tapley, from Bowdoin college; MarELLSWORTH FALLS.
tin L. Adams and family, HerbertF. Monaghan and Harry Lawson, from Bangor;
Martin H. Haynes went to Boston MonJohn F. Bradbury and wife, from Salem; day for a stay of a few days.
Miss Edith Joy, from Higgins classical
The study club met on Monday evening
institute.
with Mrs. John O. Whitney.
Dana H. Smith, third officer on the
Mrs. Warren Jordan, of Brewer, visited
steamship Georgian of the American- her parents, Charles Lynch and wife, last
line, has been in Ellsworth for a
visit of over a week, part of which he
»pent with bis grandparents, C. P. Dorr
red wife, and part with his grandmotner,
Mr. Smith has made
Mrs. Emily Smith.
Uawaiian

week.
Miss
her

Millie A.

course

Treworgy

at the East

has

finished

Maine hospital at

Bangor, and is home.

Public

1,

of officers.

evening session is open to the public, and the people of Ellsworth are urged
The

worth food fair.

abbcrtiatmcnte

State Lecturer B. Walker McJ. Aley, of the

to attend.

Keen and President Robert

University of Maine, will be the speakers
evening. Miss Bertha Giles will

of the

sing.

Saturday Special
AT

_

FACTORY.

THE NEW SHOE

Manager Normandy Reports Progress
Made to Date.
Charles O.

co-operative
“We

Normandy,
shoe

glad
Ellsworth who
are

to

Ellsworth

of the

factory, says:
report to the people of

are stockholders, or prostockholders, or just interested, what we are doing, and give a few
figures to support definite results.

spective

to the

“Owing

subscriptions

have

with

slowness
come

dared to take all the

in,

Rump,

opportunities

Leg Lamb,

20c lb
Lom Lamb,
lGc lb
Lamb to Stew, to to 12c

that

are

means

ship-

as

much

35c

Native Lamb

which

Beef Liver

to

get
support.
inventory Nov. 12 with the

as we can

“We took

27c lb
Top Round Steak,
Bottom Round Steak, 22c tb
Sirloin,
32c lb

have not

we

have been ours, but now that we
ping shoes, we shall make just

progress

Alley’sMarket

Fowl

Chicken

following results:

Pork to Roast

12c
10c
20c
20c

assists:

Last, dies and patten.
Machinery.
Mdse, raw...
Shoes finished and in process.
Organization and office.
Bills receiveable.
Cash in bank...

$1,125 79
1,018 77
912 61
1,544

96

Blue Label KETCHUP 20c bottle
Fresh CELERY 18c bunch.

162 50
806 38

177 42

••

$5,248

Try

a can

of Tudor Coffee

43

LIABILITIES.

Bills payable.
Preferred stock.
Labor, 3 days.
Special indebtedness.

$ 612 82
4,265 00
35 00
287 13
$5,199

95

Surplus $43.48.
“There is

allowance

no

for any

of the

forgetting up’ or the freight and
hauling which, in starting, is quite an
expenses

We have all the orders

item.

veniently handle,
customers and

selves,

that

and

friends,

we

we

and

we can

are
we

shall not want

opportunity.
“Many have not paid

con-

assured
know

by

our-

for orders

and

yet.

subscriptions
if they would
Russell, or to the
their

It will greatly assist

pay the same to Mr.
Union Trust Co. to

thereby

save us

us

our account,
and
the undesirable work of

J. A.

On Sale by
THOMPSON, Ellsworth.

Sunday
them.
give a baked-bean supper in the vestry pressing
“The public is invited any time to visit
of
next
week.
Tuesday evening
the factory for the purpose of noting the
The postoffice building has been imner he was on board the steam yacht War
progress.”
■ior, owned by F. W. Vanderbilt, on a proved by the putting in of a new front,
;ruise in European waters.
including door and windows, and by a
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
coat of paint.
Rev. Albert J. Lord, an Ellsworth boy,
Mrs. Sarah Maddocks is visiting at
Frank Haslam and wife, of Bar Harbor,
m Sunday observed the tenth anniversary
Nicolin.
>f his pastorate of the First Congrega- and Leroy Haslam and wife, of Bangor,
All Taxes not settled,’ by
been
several
Fay Sargent, of East Sullivan, was the
have
spending
days here,
In the
ional church of Meriden, Conn.
guest of his cousin, Russell Nason, last
norning he preached an anniversary ser- guests of Arthur W. Salisbury and wife.
Dec.
15, 1912, will be sold for
week.
The Good Will

uaxiy voyages across the Atlantic and Panfie, and to Alaska and this will be hiB
lecond trip around Cape Horn. Last sum-

school class will

_

non.

After the service he held

an

in-

Franklin has finished his work
Bar Harbor, where he has been em-

Ernest L.

Mr. Foster, agent at the Falls, has been
ployed in a mill through the summer. He taking Mr. Tripp’s place as station agent
lim.
The church has prospered under expects to go to Soraesville a little later to at Nicolin for a few days.
Hr. Lord’s pastorate. The membership work in John W. Somes’ mill.
A. W. Nason came home Tuesday from
ormal

reception,

riends crowded

when

members

forward to

and

congratulate

at

Delinquent
Taxpayers
date.
J. H. Bkesxahan,
Collector of Taxes,

taxes after that

*D!T«X>

ft# Motto:

*r»yer Meeting Toy c Fo- tho Woolc
Beyinmog Doc. 8, 1972.
Lessons
■■£
the
snow.
Topic
Jcb
xaxvStt. 1-27. fitted by Rev. Shcrmin H.
D
Doyle. D.
There i* nothing in ail the universe,
great o aamlL that cannot tench useful and important lessons. The psalm
—

—

»¥ "AUtT

lopefu

*Botpfmi

"

The purpose* of rM* •© cj« tr« hhvskHj
Kotedla toe ti*»e and *n**u^ -*» » f©T c«t* .naiu*
fv
»«*! hopof f
benefit, and vi*>*
Bel re for the sots oon gw**l» l* Is f*t tfaecottdob us#—a public servant, a purveyor of *.#i* fertfceto*
formatloc and —ggmstlou,
levchangeof Woo* ’a ft’* «v «v b solicit*
*•

tratlon

oil

s

the realm of nature there is nothing
more beautiful In tts wonderful forms
of crystalll-cation then the snow, and It
teaches us lessons well worth our
prayerful thought and study.
1. The anow teaches a lesson in the
Snow !
transforming power of God.
is simply the vapor of water crystallized. In a sufficiently low temperature
the moisture of a heavily charged atmosphere Is frozen aud snow is formad.
But how different are the six
pointed stars and hexagonal plates of {
snowflake* In all their variety of bean,
tiful forms from the- moisture of the
air: It is a wonderful transformation
and one of many others In nature that
illustrate the power of God to traits- j
form. Nor is this transforming power \
of God limited to the material lyprld
He can transform nations and individuals.
No matter bow unlovely our
natures or lives may be, God can make
tliem beautiful, even as the snow Is
beautiful or as He transforms the elements of a stagnant pool Into the beautiful lily.
x.

lue

snow

teacup*

a

teasuu

uu

The snow crystal
God's providence.
is insignificant In comparison to man,
who has been created In the image of
God.
Yet with infinite care and exactness God create* it and adorns It
with marvelous beauty.
Much more
will He care for His own, whom He
has redeemed by the precious blood of
IJlP only begotten Son.
3. The snow teaches a lesson on
purity. What is so pure in its whiteIt has well t>ees
ness as the snow’
called “God's whiteness” and Illustrates the pnrity of His character
The world needs lessons on purity today. and we should learn it from the
snow.
We should think only pure
thoughts, speak none but pure words,
read only pure books, look upon none
but pure pictures and perform only
pure deeds. Impurity in thought, word
or act is base and degrading.
Because
of its perfect whiteness the snow Is
the more readily soiled and marred
The least stain upon it is most apparent
Just so the purer the nature and
character the more easily it will be
soiled by contact with sin and eTil
“Blessed are the pure In heart for
they shall see God.”
4. The snow teaches a lesson on
usefulness.
It seems to be an adversity, but instead it la a blessing. In
the cold of the winter, when the crops
would be frozen and destroyed, it covers them as with a warm blanket pro
tects them and saves them. God meauH
everything that He has made to be
useful and. above all things else, ourselves. Christ ever went about doing
good. Are we following In His steps?
Is the world better and happier because we live or are we a burden to
some and a stumbling block to others''
If a snowflake can serve a useful purpose much more can we. aDd the obligation rests upon us to be of use and
of service in the kingdom of God.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Job lx. 25-35; xxxvli. 5-12: Ps.
11. 1-7; cxlvil. 12-20; cxlvlil, 7. 8;
Prov. XXV. 13; Isa. L 16-20; Iv,
7-11; Matt v. 8; 1 Cor. xlv, 33.

Not Fully Developed.
Christian Endeavor has not been developed to the highest point »f efficiency—not yet. While It must remain essentially a society conducted by the
young people. It calls for a closer
study on the part of the pastor and all
earnest church workers; it calls for
trained leadership, the teacher himself
being thoroughly equipped for the
task of teaching them.
This work
will most frequently fall upon the pastor's broad shoulders, and he will carry the burden joyfully when he realizes that, after all. It la only a seed
basket which bears the promise of a
harvest for the church unto life eternal. The tasks that committees are set
to accomplish will be such as the
young people will find worthy of their
best efforts and through which they
will “learn to live” as Christians and
citizens, "by living.” Social life also
will be encouraged. Not fewer socials,
especially for the younger people, but
will be held.
more,
One society in
Texas pnt a dance hall out of commission by organizing clean, healthy
socials for the boys and girls.
We
shall come to recognize the need of
“play” and the educational value of It.
and possibly in the near future the
chnrch will ring with the laughter and
the shouts of happy children.
The
prophet saw merry. playiDg crowds In
the streets of the holy city, and he rejoiced. Why may not we?— Ripple In
Christian Endeavor World.
Our Society Is a School of Christ.
If Christian Endeavor is anything it
Is s training school for Christian work.
Every prayer meeting Is a recitation,
every committee is a training class,
every quiet hour at home Is a study
period, every failure Is an examination. So Is every success.
If we look
upon our society in this light we shall
see its importance, and we shall learn
to work harder —Amos R. Wells.

wi*l*

thanks all under one.
thought* are opportune.
It is the spirit, the hit of youmelf yon give,

comtnuojcations to

T'th Av •: OCAX.
c».»vorth. Me.

wo Tim Liam run old tiwu.

There is no time like the old time.
When yon and I were youeg.
When the bads of April blossomed
And the bird# of spring time snag!
The garden's brightest glories
By summer suns are nursed.
But oh.’ tbe sweet, sweet viol****,
Tbe flowers that opened first.
There is no place like the ©id place
Where you and I were born.
Where we lifted first our eyelids on tbe
Splendors of tbe morn.
From milk white breast that vanned ns.
From tbe clinging arms that bore.
Where tbe clear eyes glistened o’er nt
rr ire.
That will look on ns
There it no fr;enU like the old friend
V.
has •hared our aiming days.
No greeting iike bis weloome.
So homage iike his praise;
Fame is the senile#* sunflower.
With gaudy crown of gold.
But friendship is the breathiug
With scents in every fold.

rose

_

nemcries of the
aished

by E.

past,

alder ones, when

awakens

and the

poem farflttlbg. We

especially
preparing the present-day

is

Jinner, quite likely for a small number,
Look back decades of years on a picture of
rhankagiving day at grandfather's and
grandmother's when some capable auntie*,
assisted

by

the

“girls”

the old home to
worked

together

to give,

though

we

to

a

desire

cannot,

than to

means

and not

plenty of time and

have
care

even

It is better to bare

DATW.

Dell reports her trip, to which I alluded

hatn.

_

Thursday, Dec. 5,—Annual meeting ol

Dmr X. B. *W bat a lot of good things we have had in
the coin ran of late. Now let os all keep on
aad hold ap the hands of Aunt Madge, even if
•he is equal to filling the column alone. Nov.
&. I took my new horse out for the first trial
trip aad went to North Biucbill. Next morning ray brother took his team and we drove to
North Penobscot aad visited the resting-place
of loved Ones, made a short call on a cousin
not sees for many years, then back to his
home.
Afternoon, dn>ve to
Sargentville,
where I spec Ptwo day* visiting relatives and
calling on old friends. Miss Jennie Oriadle
took me to Sedgwick and to the ice plant and
several other points of interest.
Called to see Ah. who, yoa will remember*
had a leg amputated last year at Portland.
Found her in bed suffering from a fail by her
cratch getting caught in a crack of a walk.
She hpd such a cheerful look and smile as she
8he was engaged ia cutting
greeted me!
dippings from Tan Annate**, and bad several kiada of fancy work aad books on the bed.
showing she tried to make the best of her
time. 1 cam* away, glad I had seen her oucc
was

a

great privilege

Mountain Pomona it Hancock ball,
Ellsworth.
linen

__

FKAOtST, 471, *OCTH

Saturday

by
raining:
rand

That on this
fed.

3 is for Donkey, whom all candidates ride;
Since Harry rode him he’s had s pain la his
side.
S is for Ellen, who although bright and smart
Can’t seem to tell Jehnooa and Colby apart.

to

j

squash,

sifted

two-thirds of

milk, one-fourth cup of sugar,

a cup
cup of
two and

Tomato Soup-One quirt of sliced po-

As I

cups of
good-sized onion.
two

cover,
one

Cook till

potatoes are done, then add a
pint of acalded milk and a pinch of soda,
a piece of butter the size of a hen's egg.
Boil up once after the milk
season with pepper and salt.

Fritters

Corn

—

pint

One

is

in, then

of

corn, add an egg without beating,
salt, a half cup of milk, and a fall

flour, a fourth teaspoon
Fry in deep fat.
*

of

cannde
Uttle

a

cup of

baking powder.

cap ot beans cooked
in six cape of water five hours, then add
one large carrot, one large or two small
onions a large potato and two tablespoons
of rice, season with pepper and salt, and
cook an hoar longer. If the water cooka
away, add more to make it the right con-

Bean Soup—One

sistency for soap. Add a tablespoon
batter just before serving.

of

Cold Baked Bean Soup—One cap of
baked beans, one quart of water,
boil hard half an hoar. Pat piece of batter

busy

cold

I thought

of you all. I looked out of the windows
and said mentally, whichever way 1 look
there are M. B.'s. I “took you ail in” in
that one comprehensive sweep.

size

of

a

onion,

spider,
dessertspoon

walnut in
add

a

brown half
ot

flour

an

pinch

pieoes,
frying

ot mustard.

using the onion
it in butter.

oar

grange brother

There

were

thirty-two

members and two

Friday evening
Cake and

by all member*
question*
written on slips of paper and passed
around by the lecturer, and was very inanswer*

grange

we

_

j

Penobscot grange held a regular meeting Nov. 2»; forty-three present, including visitors. A committee was appointed
to adopt resolutions on the death of Bro.

free,

R.

unity,

V is for Vision, the long look ahead
Down the pathway of life some hare, and
some dread.

success

will

MARIAVILLE. 441.

Manaville grange met Nov. 23 to enterUin Pomona. After tbe regular business,
tbe granger, were invited to tbe dining
ball where 115 enjoyed the feaat prepared
for them.
a

fine

sisting

of

bour,

During

tbe

program

evening literary
rendered,

waa

con-

reading*, questions,
tbe dialogue, “Mind

songs,
grange paper, and

your own business.”
acters in tbe dialogue

Rbind.

At

recess

all

joined

in

Offlwer* will be elected at the neat

Tbe cast of charwere:

Famous Stag* Bounties
look with horror on Bkto Eruptions. Blotches.
Bores or PimplesThey don't have them.
For all »uch troubles use Hucklen’a Arnica
Bale*. It glorifies the face. Excellent for
F.cxema or Bait Rheum: It cure# sore Hpa.
chapped hand*, chilblains: heals burns, cuts
and bruise*. Unsurpassed for piles. Me at
all druggist*.

Starr* iatmmU

From “A GOOD FELLOW’
**

Now, doctor, should you hate some good
fallow call upon yon who Is In doubt, yon
certainly have my permission to show hi.u this
letter, and if he desires, give him my address
and 1 will gladly correspond with him. as there
may be many good fallo ws who really waul to be
cured.'* From a gen ulne letter among the scores
wa can show you, proving absolutely that the

Whitney, engaged in domestic duties,
Fannie Young
Mrs Barker, n widow.Blanche Salisbury
Mrs Higgins, a neighbor.Treaaa Moore
Harry Woods, Mrs Barker', brother.
Daniel Young
Mina Shinkina,
neighbor, of 1 Likiie Young
Miss Lyme.
Mrs Whitney, < Clara Jordan
BAY VIEW, 287, SALISBURY COVE.
the regular meeting of tbe grange

At

tendance.

It

annual election

tbere

was a

good at-

was
voted to hold tbe
of officers Dec. 4. Worthy

DRINK HABIT
h. ovmomi by Um NEAL 9-DAY
TREATMENT. No brpodennlc* Ml R*.
•ulu absolutely ewiiin AH dealing, — 'Dft'lrntill.
DKIG HABITS fiH'CESSrrLLY
TREATED. (’All upon, addreM or phone

«M

THE NEAL
147 neMM

Telephone 4919,

j Drug

INSTITUTE,

An, Portland, Mala*.

Habits

FRAGRANT and DELICIOUS
Millions who drink it recommend

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

Newman, who has been visitaunt, Mrs. Henry Spurting has reNira

1-L

Brewer.

an

©eer-ahoo that combines comfc-t and

strength.

Goodyear Glove Rubber*
T. E. D.

&]>btnunnm»

*

—-11>—i

L U 31 B E R 31 E N

Require

Sons.

1

it

If

and

doesn't

pouk/nnu* waste

matter from your
and end your
can nave

but 50

dock,

your money

system
agony, you

a doui* coat*

cent*

“For H months I

was «o badly afflicted
Rheumatism that much of the time
I was obliged to uae a cane in walking.
On the recommendation of your druggist
in filena Falls, 1 uaed one bottle of HHKU*
MA and THE CANE IS IN THE CORNER NOW. No one could be happier
than I am to be rid of the pain, swollen
muscles under the
knee*, contracting
knee* and badly swollen ankles. When 1

weight ia 2J7 pound* you will
understand what the uae of KHEl'MA for
Rheumatism means to roe. 1 certainly
believe there ia

no

remedy

(or the disease

RHKUMA.’*

like

(Signed! Mrs. Dante' S. Knox.
Severance, N. Y., August S, 1*'.

PORTLAND

(JAX?l»or
uiiiiiii)jpiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiim
^

The Ideal colors

day job
^ Will m*ko rainy
buoy. carrymlU
for the

$

your

automobile or form wuon look
liko NEW.
CiilkH Ooabry uj Mlixf 1»

5S
=
~~~

ItiHfHml

Mum.

buy • better
color* tK*n PORT*
LAND. A* for wear it

You oiuply

S

consol

line of coach

S

^

^

Weathers all Weathers.
Almost
cam*

dernier ia Main*
TORTLAND. « o*
tbarouat-y.

mnr

3URGESS

Specially Treated

SEAWALL.

John Ward has gone to Boston as cook
on
the schooner Mildred May, which
takes a load of fish for James Parker’s

1

drive the

made

happy

I with Great Success.

John Penney has taken up his traps and
hauled up his boat.

Nov. 26.

healthy.

Mrs

Wednesday evening,

that

Knox

StfuTtimnti.

Put the gum in the wster in a
jar and leave it twenty-four
hours, shaking frequently. The water must
be warm
to thoroughly dissolve the
gum before adding the other ingredients.
Add them after the gum is dissolved and
shake thoroughly and it is ready for use.
I have used this for six years and like it
best of anything I know for rough or
chapped hands.

Last year we bad no holly to put in oar
Christmas boxes, so instead we put in a lib-

Mrs.

meeting.

W is for Wisdom, we all must acquire
If to hold office we each would aspire.
X Y and Z remain to be found.
We hope that our labors with
be crowned.

A.

games.

Ar-

tell you my

PKNOBRCOT, 340.

they take

or

with

_

MARRAPAQUA, 477. COUTH BLCEHILL,
the regular session of Massapnqua

8 is for Snowden. Stinson and Stanley,
Asunder* and Smith and all of their family.

ouaur*

uninvited to"go j£

remedy

the

403, WERT RLL» WORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
seventeen
present.
meeting Nov. 30;
Question for discussion, “W hicb pays the
best; to raise sheep and beans or cow* and
potatoes? The program consisted of

teresting.

U is for United, all grangers mpst be
If they wish to succeed and preserve

thritis

Q. A- Parcher’• aod secure* bottle of RHEt'MA,

Nov. 28, an interesting Thanksgiving program »u given. The question
discussed was, “Do farmer* keep pace with
E is for our Steward, who is now under ban, ;
the time* as well aa men in other line* of
tot scaring into fits Mary's little Blanche i
business?”
Ann.

are

uwumu,

coffee

At

T la for tbe Trolley, on which rides
So pleasing to candidates when
their degree.

other.

HARVEST HOME,

aew.

Q is for the Question we laid on the table.
We’ll proceed to discuss it when we think
are able.

whole instead of

soft water.
two quart

turned to

Many

Rheumatic Sufferer

Cream—One gill of cologne, one
gill of alcohol, one gill of glycerine, onefonrth ounce gum tragacanth, one quart

ing her

With

Throw* Away (aae When Kheuma
Banishes Swelling From Knees
and Ankles.
Every reader of Th* Kilawortb American
who U oppressed or (tortured! with rbeu-

cigar stubs doth

excitement

Worthy
long ab-

Cold

Mrs.

Cm,

sence.

and

P is for Pooler,
Who in his
chew.

Nov. 29.

Next
visitors present.
officers will be elected.
will be nerved.

and

Pour in the beans,
boil up and strain. Season with salt and
pepper. I like it best not strained. It is
good, too, with a potato and onion and a
handful ot macaroni broken in small

and

Dear Aunt Madge:
As I have had so much help from recipes la
the M. B. column, i am sending some that
have been stand-bys with me for years, hoping that they may help some of the readers of
Tub Amkbicax.
1 enjoy the column very
much and always turn to it first when the
paper comes.
I have enjoyed Aunt Sue’s letters. Both she
and her husband and I were fellow students
in the Castine normal school. Although the
other letter-writers are in reality strangers,
they seem like familiar friends, especially
those who write often.
Aunt Maria aeems
very like a dear friend of my early married
life. I miss Grandma G.’s letters, and hope it
is not illness that keeps her from writing.
I think of all the band as busy, useful members of society and makers of happy homes.
Just now many of you are busy with Christmas preparations.
Don’t 1 wish you could all
find tme to tell the column-readers your
plans. If there is little money for gifts often
there is a chance to give Christmas joys in
other ways if the real Christmas spirit is in
the heart. Christmas found one little lady
that 1 know with no money to spare and but
little time for making gifts, so she wrote
letters to her many friends, beginning a long
time before Christmas and mailing them all
Christmas week.

Could Shout For Joy.
*‘l want to thank you from the bottom of my
heart,” wrote C. B. Rader, of Lewisburg, W.
Va., “for the wonderful double benefit I got
from Electric Bitters, in curing me of both a
severe case of stomach trouble and of rheumatism, from which 1 had been an almost
helpless sufferer for ten years. It suited my
rase as though made just
for me.” For dyspepsia, indigestion, jaundice, and to rid the
system of kidney poisons that cause rheums*
bism, Electric Bitters have no superior. Try
them. Every bottle is guaranteed to satisfy.
Only SO cents at all druggists.

to

(oauaed),

tomato

column
was

water

la toes,

Your letter, E-, also brings old times to

about the house in the forenoon

Sedgwick

grange met

Master Hale waa preaent after a
County Deputy Heath waa present
and made helpful remarks. Topic for discussion was. “What are the greatest dangers that threaten our country’s welfare?”
Sister Edith liealam gave a recitation.

O’s tor our Order, with purpose so grand.
Which is koowu and respected nil over the
laod.

a

no

skduwick. 244.

day.

cup chopped nuts (any kind, or
mixed), one cup sweet milk and one egg.
Season with salt, pepper and sage, and a
little chopped or grated onion. Mix well
and let it stand a few minutes. Pour into
a buttered baking dish and bake about
twenty-five minutes.

QaBAT Poj*d, Nov. 22,1912.
Dear M. B. Sisters:
Do you realize that Thanksgiving is so near
us? I expected some special message would
be in our column for that day. We certainly
had a very interesting column to be thankful
for, but few of os are really thankful enough
for what we have. We may think if we had
the advantages of some one else—their nice
homes, or travel and position—we should be
happier. Something may be lacking in their
lives for happiness, but the farmers have,
with a good harvest and dear ones coming
home to dinner,quite enough to be thankful
for. Many a tale of the olden time will be
told on that day and to many dear old people
there will bof*no time like the old time".
The high oost of living of the present time
can be lessened by the old-time dishes, good
boiled potatoes, codfish and fried pork, enough
cooked for bash with an onion chopped in. 1
like it fried brown so it can be turned out on
the plater like an omelet. Then fish well
freshened and fried fer baked potatoes, Irish
stew and codfish toast. There is no waste is
bacon. Many savory dishes can be made ol
small pieces of meat. The science of cookinfl
is getting a good meal with little, and out
need not live high to live well.
E.

Thanksgiving afternoon.

never

Z is for onr Master, who never looks sad
When for n treat a clam stew’s to be bad.

overflowed, ao t£at three-fourths cups flour, half a teaspoon of
dishes of good things salt; one well-beaten egg, taro tablespoons

the

ncrring dchi,

diet the gnlis may be

sweet

get home.

RECIPES.

of

tlio

—

Saturday

members

tbe

9 is for Bye. who two dogs doth own;
If Brother George don't look out he'll

(Sent by C. 8. J.)
SqrxsH Muffins—Two-thirds of

who went out from

arranging

of

one

A is ror Austin, woo nsan

one

am

regular

Interesting program.
Tbe grange meetings are wall attended
tnd tbe younger members are manifestPie night was obing much interest.
served and a nodal time enjoyed.
Tbe following alphabetical rhyme was

_

dinner.

1

*

tn

“keeping hot”, ducks and chicken and a melted butter, one teaspoon of soda, two
turkey, vegetables and pies and puddings— teaspoons cream of tartar. Bake in gem
for more than a score of hungry folks, big
pans twenty-five minutes.
q
and little, were just longing for the call to
Nut Loaf—One cup of bread crumbs,

mind.

tSL*.

j

of their own, all
to dish up the dinner.

were

IDF KB

23. at

meeting ol Seagirt grange, one name was
balloted on and tbe first and second deTbe lecturer presented
grees conferred.

The stove-oven had
all about it

evening. Nov.

P is for Floyd who was scared by an owl;
They say it was swfol the way he did bowl.
Then drove to Sooth Blaehill, where we
\ is for Johnson, who la the dark cannot see.
spent the Bight with a namesake of mine.
And that was the reason be fell over the
My only sister accompanied me on my trip*
tree.
Next morning, after making a few haatr calls'
3 Is for Oeoge, who loves to debate.
drove to Blaenill village, made three short
And if he can win. doesn't mind if it s late.
calls.one being at Charity's window, then on
to East Btaehili for a night, arriving home
B is for Harry, that honorable male.
late Nov. tO. after six days and five nights of
Jfho fell on the chowder and "squat" up the
real enjoyment, wishing I might some time
pall.
Data..
go again[ is for Ids. who keeps everything straight.
P. 8.—Had one of Janet's good cheery letAnd the hooka of onr grange are all up to
ters last week. Also heard direct from Jendate.
nie. She is better than she was daring the ]
K is for one whom we all call "Aunt Kate",
Is
home.
Alsummer and
back in her own
She is always so faithfu1 sad never Is late.
though far from being well, it must seem
L is for Laura, who no escort heeds.
good to be able to care for her household.
As long as her lantern supplies all her
Would like to ask the M. B.’s bow many
needs.
states now have equal sufferage with men to ;
vote on national issoes?
Also, how many
M is for Maynard. who spendeth much care.
stares have state-wide prohibition of the liIn reading up pamphlets on "Care of the
We might as well look these !
Hair".
quor traffic?
1
matters up. for sooner tnan many of us think
N is for Nina, who lives far away.
we shall be allowed to vote here in Maine.
We’re glad she comes hack to us each BatL>ku*.

homes

Ik

j

Saturday, Dec. 7—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with New Century grange, Did-

give.

last week.

Till*

ItOOIUX, 251.

Brooklin grange held its regular meetKl|,worth l'ni|ilr.
ing November 26. twenty-eight preaent
One candidate w«t balloted on end one application for membership *u received. A '■
short program
presented. Is *« voted ;
Tor* *mbv Ellsworth citizen, are
that visiting members furnish their oxn
bandigrain for their horse*. A penny collection j '"•PI"'1 *i;» b"d beck,. To,
unceasing
a
u»ea
pern
constant
will
be a mil cut! next i
ws* taken.
There
misery. making work
z harden end
stooping or lilting *n imTuesday evening.
possibility. Th* back ache, zt antat,
preventing refreshing rest, and to the mornlamuISK, *H.
i,
still
ing
end
lain*.
former i
Lemoine grange entertained
Pliater* «nd lin(.
members in an open sea-ton last Tuesday j •i ante may giv, teiipi bat i-onot reach
the
cause
it
the
an
attendance
of thirty-six j
kidney, are weak. To
evening with
eliminate the psina and ache* of
«* imt-itnad,
The topic, ’fur To-1!.’’
kidney
backache
uiaet
care the k
you
and D. Y. McParlaod gave an interesting
tansy*.
Xhnn'a
Kidney PiiU are tor weaz kidhistory of the early settlement. Discusthousand* teatify to their
sion of natural resources and prospect* of neya
merit.
Can
future development was opened by W. R.
you doubt Kilawortb eridence?
Mrs.
John Meader, Kilawortb.
Kingaud P. L. Hodgkins. This waa folMe.,
lowed by solo by Shirley T. Heit, and "J*: “I waa ao well pleaaed with the
benefit I derived from Doan's Kidney Pill,
monologue, Eunice Coggins.
‘-What definite plane for town better- in 1*02, that I gave a leefimonial at ,that
recommend this coming time publicly recommending them. I am
ment do yon
yanr?” was answered by Pred L. Hodgkina glad to aay that I have had no need of a
and others. Reading by Urace Hodgkina, kidney remedy aince. For aereral year,
and remarks by visitor* completed the my back waa waak and aore and I found it
Refreahmanla
ware
served. difficult to atoop or ariae from a
program.
anting
position. I a Ian had sharp pain, in my
Two applications were received.
kidney* which felt like a knife-thruet.
Until I procured Doan'* Kidney Pill* at
JOB* DOhlTY, 3S1, arujVAh.
Moon'* Drug Store, nothing did m*
John Dority grange held its regular
any
TbU remedy went directly to the
masting Nov. a); twenty-five preaent, good.
eeat
of
trouble
and
my
brought
about
a
with rialtora from Rising Star grange.
One candidate waa instructed in the cure".
Fix
aale
ail
dealar*.
price
by
fit
third and fourth degrees. A harvest supcents,
A volunteer program of Foetcr- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
per was served.
aoU
for
th*
agents
United
State*.
music sod readings wss enjoyed.
Remember the name— Doan's -and take

uiriu.

x

Pear Si. B. Friends:

always

counts.

attend the regular gathering of the local
union of the W. C. T. U. at Sedgwick. Found
a few faithful white-rioboners at the Baptist
parsonage, where ‘Aey meet the second Friday
Was cordially received by
of each month.

There are do times like the old times.
They shall never be forgot:
There is no place like the old place—
Keep green the dear old spot.
There are no friends like our old friends.
May heaven prolong their lives;
There are no loves like oar old love*—
Ood bless our loving wives
—Oliver Wendt!I Hoimet.
-Selected by K.

season

that

Christmas

more'
Nexi afternoon it

There is no love iike tbe old love
That we courted in oar pride;
Though our leaves are falling, falling,
And we're falling side by side,
There are blossoms all around us
With the colors of our dawn.
And we live in borrowed sanshioc
When the light of day is gone.

Thanksgiving

and

Welcome

The

J

1st saw the glory of < lol depicted by
the glorious orbs of the heavens, and
in the dew the prophet beheld r.n I'lnsGod

!

Master Harry Steven* announced be n>
not a candidate for re-election.
Three
application* were voted upon and accepted. The efficient lecturer. Lone Rich,
bed
prepared an excellent program
which waa greatly enjoyed. The first degree will be conferred at the next regular
meeting, Dec. 11.

Grangers.

Til « column it devoted to tbe Grange, e«* .y to tbe grange* ol Hnncock county.
The column t* open to nil granger* for the
lineo***on ol topic* of general Internet, and
or report* of grange meeting*
Make lettei*
ibort and concire. All communication* ant
►e signed. bnl name# wtli not be printed except by permiwtan of rbe writer. All comnumeration* will be anbiect to approval by
be editor, bet none will be rejected without
rood reaaon.

*.■

lorgelj
communication*. and itssacoes*
*1. Ooman the support given n *» tM*
*.
*«< of
mua'-cations mu»» ue DcssJ. ou
writer will nottstr printed
j« altso*Communications will he subject
approvalo»
-tt now
reject on by tbe stmt or the column
i-Mitn
ren •in
will he rejected -vltn- it «<

of the gracious workings of
in all
s; irit among His people,

UmoTia tl)t

era', amount of fr, and we had so many warm
thank* for the fr that we shall nse It again
this year. It seem* to me that the spirit in
which tt is seat goes with onr gift* and the
trae Christmas
spirit eliminates extravagance and overwork, so that the Chrismas
time is ia reality a time of peace and good

gluteal Benefit Aolamn

SHE TALKED ABOUT IT.
A very good thing to do, especially
when It was her own doctor that she
talked with. She wanted to know about
Hall's Hair Kenewer for falling hair,
dandruff, and for promoting growth of
the hair. Now she is going to use it,
will hare every confidence in it. No
coloring of the hair, not in the leash

*-*;•

*'r

i* 'r*

.k

t

J

Meet these
requeuenU. The OtOVE
brand o* lumbermen's rubbers is one
c* ^ lnWni MUen In the world.
Made In the usual varieties there
is no better fitting or wearing rubber. Only the best gum rubber is
Moused, just as in the lighter grades
K9of the PLOTS brand.
You can get all styles and sice*
cf rubbers under the PLOTS brand
but only one rrade—the BEST.

DO YOU OWN
A HYOMFI
INHALER
FOR CATARRH?
Then you ought to know that druggist* everywhere will furnish you with
for only
a bottle of Booth’s HYOMFI
50c.
ft*fa-- *4
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI into
the inhaler and start this very day to
breathe the soothing, healing vas>or

and destroy the Catarrh germs.
With every package of HYOMt-i
comes a little booklet which explains
how easy it is to end the misery or
Catarrh, Group, Sore Tboat, Bronchitis
an-l Deafness caused by Catarrh.
is
But, best of all, H. A. l’archer
“
authorized to refund your money
HYOMEI doesn’t do just what it «
advertised to do. If you haven t the
HYOMEI inhaler ask for the com-

plete outfit, *1.00.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVt iHHERfi

APRONS

GIFTS FOR 1..c

AS GIFTS.

Leavin' your pa oot and
mlssln' his company at ail, at ail,
could you be happy with me?”
“Yes. But, Steve, you've got to ask
him anyway, and if he says 'Yes' I'll
marry you right away.” repeated Ellen almost tearfully. She was so tired
of reiterating this parrot-like sentence.
“I'll be handicapped with his dislike
for my father," said Steve gloomily.
“There was the old quarrel In County
Antrim that made them as quarrelI
Your
with sore heads.
I some as dogs
father’ll be throwing a sledgehammer
at my head. I'm thinking.”
"It will only prove how brave you
are, Steve, if you ask him In spite of
everything,” urged Ellen.
"Oh, I'm not afraid of him," boasted
Harold Spencer, clerk In the clothing
store of Simon Krtetaman, delicately Steve as he skillfully turned the buggy
“To
road.
brushed a grain of dust from his pale around on the narrow
prove it I’m going right back and ask
mauve coat sleeve and glanced nervhim this very miuit.”
ously at Ellen Dugane.
"Where will you leave me, Steve?"
"Nellie”— he began softly.
quavered Ellen, a vision of her angry
“Ellen!" corrected Miss Dugane loft- fnther
arising before her mental viily.
sion.
"But Steve Morris calls you Nellie.”
"Y’ou can wait close by in the buggy
here, ready to receive his blessing, for
protested Harold Indignantly.
“Is your name Steve Morris?" de- I’ll get it If I have to knock him down
and sit on his chlst till he gives It!”
manded Ellen.
But they
“Of course It Isn't. Well, If you will declared Steve valiantly.
were both very quiet as they drove
treat a fellow that way when he's
back toward the village. The roof of
asking you to marry him”—
the smithy came into view all too soon,
"Is that what you're trying to do?" and the
little building seemed to asInterrupted Ellen Dugane, with mis- sume alarming proportions as they
chievous eyes.
drew nearer. Steve turned the horse
“Of course It Is," responded the tor- into a narrow wood road that ran
mented Harold, mopping bis brow
parallel with the highway, a few trees
with a snowy handkerchief, yet vagueseparating the two thoroughfares.
ly relieved that the phrasing of the From this wood road Ellen might

Made. They Will Delight
the Busy Woman.
This fnnry apron will make a
delightful gift for the woman who la
devoted
t0 her chafing dish or to
the one who
U fond of fancy work. The three
little
P'>*',{eta that can be applied on the
points will be convenient for skeins of
silk or odd spools.
Tine lawn wns the material used
in
this case
It was cut In a single
piece
with the three jiolnts below, a hand-

|

!

Prjity t'eadgcar and" s Ira
Useful Clulstmas Presents.
Here is n hood easily made and dainty which wih prove a useful gift for
the feminine motorist, whether she is
young or old. ft Is of cloth In brown
and white mixture combined with
plain white In basket weave cloth. The
while 1* for the band along the front of
the hood nnd for the flaring angular
piece at the back. Crosa stitch In
coarse silk is used to decorate the cloth
at the back and on the sides of the
Kosettca of ribtion at the sides
cap.
are adorned with large square buttons,
These, too, are fincovet 'd with silk.
ished ou with cross stitch, ltlbbou ties
fall from the silk roaeltes.

some

bendiug being

run

around the out-

Pretty Hsadgsar.
Knitted or crocheted hoods are alacceptable, and each aenson
ways
brings Its owu particular styles. One

CBAFIXO DISH APIIOH.

I

__

not

Attractively

FAIR MOTORIST.

£obcttteemrnt*.

Come, how!

Hide. The top was slightly gnthereil to
the waist band. The lower part of the

question was not now nec- watch all that transpired at the smithy,
“Will you?”
which stood with an open front to the
“Will I?" mused Ellen Dugane,
road.
pressing a slender forefinger against
Wish me good luck, Nellie,
whisher white forehead where her dark
pered Steve as he took a kiss from her
curling hair grew low over straight
trembling lips.
black brows and blue Irish eyes,
it
happened that Harold SpenDel.
“Why should I marry you. Harold?”
cer had lagged on his errand of love
Ad apron work hag may also be
"Because I love you, Ellen.
Isn’t until the same moment that marked
made of plain or flowered muslin, with that enough?” he asked boldly.
his arrival at the smithy of Ellen's
“It might be enough for you, but It's
pink or blue ribbons. If destined as a
father also witnessed the approach of
gift for a girl or of silk, satin or bro- not enough for me,” decided Ellen.
Steve Morris. A sudden flame of jealcade If for an older lady.
| Harold’s long, pale face lengthened ousy scorched Harold Into Instant acwith disappointment. "But”— he beThe apron ties round the waist by
tion. He dashed breathlessly up to the
gan when Ellen faced him with a
means of a ribbon, while the bottom
glnnt blacksmith who paused in bis
of It Is doubled up to form a deep bag, 1 queer light In her eyes.
forging of redhot iron to stare curious“You’ve met my father, haven't
with ribbon run round the slot at the
ly at him, half expectnnt of some ill
top of It, so that when the wearer you?” she demanded.
From the corner of his keen
news.
“Yes,” wavered Harold.
stands up suddenly any needlework,
eyes Michael Dugane also saw the
CtyOTH MOTOKISU HOOD.
“Well, you go and ask father If you more leisurely approach of Steve Morris
scissors or cotton* lying lu her lnp slide
can marry me.
If he says ‘Yes’ I’ll and all at once he understood the sitrequirement of nntomoblling headgear Into the bag Instead of falling on to
do It” Ellen resumed the slow rock- uation.
l> that It should lx* comfortable and the ground.
Tills makes It a specially useful gift ing of her chair.
•table.
Hat*. bomiebi or hoods that
“Good afternoon, Mr. Dugane,” shout"I—I don't know him,” protested ed
for nny one who has any nursing,
can be displaced by the wind arc worse
Harold shrilly above the creak of
Harold—“that
well.
I’ve
not
Is,
very
!1 waiting on older people or looking aftthe bellows and the ring of iron.
than useless.
him
met
once.”
only
For the outdoor girl there is nothing er small children to do.
j “Well?” roared Michael fiercely.
"When was that?”
“Who calls me Du gane? Oi’m plain
in the way of outfit or accessories that
“In the hall one evening last week. 1
I
has made such a hit us the knitted
Dugan, no less and no more! What
SWEET SCENTED SACHETS.
was coming In Just as I was going
He
do ye be wantin’?"
wool sets, consisting of cap, muff and
out.
He seemed to be put out about i
“I want to—I want to”— Harold
scarf.
Charming Tokens For tha Christmas something.” Harold’s tone was remiJ thrust nervous fingers inside his colAufomobtling is so popular that most
Gift Makar.
nlscent of past unpleasantness.
lar and eased his constricted throat.
of us have among our friends someDresden ribbon daintily tinted la
"I thought It was "Ellen told me to ask
Ellen giggled.
you."
body who motors, and any trifle which used In making thia sachet handkersome one else who was put out!” she 1
Steve Morris, standing near, heard
adds to the convenience or comfort of chief case. The
upper part of the case cried significantly. “There, you needn't
and paled to the Ups. He understood
the motorist will be greatly appreciat- is
open so that the folded handker- be minding my jokes. Harold. Only I
now what Ellen had meant by a “fair
ed. for such things are not always to chiefs
may lie slipped inside. A plain was saying you’ve met pa—you go and
show.” Did she care so little for him
be had in the shops.
; satin ribbon is used for the lining. The
ask him if you can marry me, and if j that Hhe let her father decide whom
f row of tiny satin ribbon rosea wreathFirst Aid For Motorists.
be says ’Yes' I’ll do it.”
she should marry or was it that she
ed around the edge of the heart and
An emergency case, fitted out with
“I'm not afraid of Mr. Dugane,” an- was trying the mettle of the two suitadhesive and court plaster, strips of the big plain satin ribbon bow at the nounced Harold with all the bravado ors? Old Michael
Dugane was known
left are charming embellishments.
gauge, absorbent cotton, a small bottle
he could summon to down the grim ns an irritable, hot brained Irishman,
A specially pretty and novel handof peroxide and n few other simple
recollection of the great brawny black- whose sense of humor cropped out in
drugs useful in case of Illness or acci- kerchief sachet Is very easily made smith whom he had met in the little the most unexpected places and who
dent may be put up in compact form from a twenty-two inch square of front hall one evening.
loved to torment the unwary by manito be stowed
away in one of the pock- flowered silk, interlined with a layer
El.len looked a little anxious as she festations of ferocity. At heart he
ets of the car, for accidents sometimes
watched her suitor striding briskly was warm hearted enough and devothappen when it Is not possible to get
down the street toward the edge of the edly fond of pretty Ellen, the eldest of
medical help. Then tbe emergency
village, where her father's smithy stood five girls.
case has its uses.
Now Michael tossed his sledge to
beside the road, convenient to the necessities of the farmers as they went the earth packed floor and rolled his
A Beauty Bag.
to aud fro.
The pretty bag shown here may be
grimy sleeves higher above his brawny
"I wonder—I wonder if Harold will arms. He wagged his gray beard omicarried on tbe arm. It may be designed In colors to match the motoring
dare to go aud talk to pa," mused Ellen nously as he walked around the anvil
garb. Old rose silk faced with green
doubtfully as Harold's dapper little and stood over the dapper form of
“If Harold Spencer.
Is used for the smart bag illustrated.
form disappeared from her view.
“Ellen told you to ask me—what?”
The flowered part Is cut out of a sinhe does"— Her fair face paled as she
lie bellowed.
gle round piece of silk. Tbe edges are
thought of the result either way.
Under the concussion of that voice
In deep points.
That was ou a Saturday afternoon,
and for Harold Spencer it had happen- Harold Spencer almost swayed where
The bag Is lined with pale green silk.
he stood.
He had a fleeting mental
A casing for a narrow ribbon of pale
ed to be a half holiday from the store.
It was also a half holiday for Steve vision of Ellen Dugane, the desirable:
green to match the lining Is run Inside the hag.
Morris, a young market gardener, who then the gigantic form of her parent
A star shaped section
of green silk is stitched to tbe bottom
had also been paying court to Ellen blotted out the hope of Ellen forever.
HEAUT SHAPED SACHET.
of the bag. the ends of the tabs being
Dugane. Now he drove up to Ellen's Michael as a father-in-law was imposof flannelette, lined with Japanese silk
door in a shiny top buggy drawn by a sible. Angry rage took possession of
caught to tbe sides of tbe bag and and
with
a
ull
round
eord
chosen
edged
Harold, and he shook his white fingers
finished with tiny bows of ribbon.
glistening black mare named Nellie.
to match the lining.
fairly in the face of the astonished
A few minutes later Ellen and Steve
This bag was fitted with tiny pockets.
After the materials have been placed
were
Into which coaid be slipped the pow der
driving toward the mountain blacksmith.
on
the
and
one
cord
sewed
together
“Ellen told me she’d marry me if
road, Ellen with a deep flush on her
four comers of the square should be
/J"i
uu
cheeks that had not been there before. you'd say ‘Yes,’ but I decline the honor
folded to meet In the middle, envelope
Steve was a handsome, black haired, of being your son-in-law, Mr. Ikugane.
fashion, while four inches from each
black eyed young man with a strong You're not the kind of father-in-law
ribbon
of
to
catch
wee
bow
a
sew
point
chin and a resolute mouth that was I want!” And so, like a small, spitting,
sides
the
together.
very tender now as he looked down at spiteful kitten, Harold Spencer turned
The four points should then be turnhis back upon the ferocious form of
the face of the girl beside him.
as
the
four
ribas
far
will
at
ed back
“Nellie.” he half whispered -“Nellie, the blacksmith and marched out of the
room
for
bou bows, allowing ample
smithy and straight back to Krletzlook at me!”
getting handkerchiefs in and out
But Ellen's fair, rosy face was turn- man's clothing store.
corback
turned
of
the
The effect
Michael Dugane looked amazedly afted away toward the distant hills.
ners, particularly if the lining has been
"Do you mane you don't want to?" er the little strutting form of the clerk.
colchosen in some pretty contrasting
Then he lifted one black, hairy fist nnd
be Insisted.
or. Is very attractive.
“The little divil, the little
“I don't mind looking at you, Steve, shook It.
a
for
suitable
For a large sachet,
divil!" he muttered slowly, while a
I have to be fair to everyonly—only
silk
of
measuring
nightdress, a yard
body," said Ellen in a distressed tone. humorous smile trickled around his
not more than twenty-two inches wide
All the coquetry was gone, aud she bearded lips.
toIs
required,
in some pretty shade
| was only a girl being wooed by the
In this humor Steve Morris approachgather with a yard of soft white silk man she loved. In the instant she bad ed him, white faced and resolute.
for lining.
“Good afternoon. Mr. Dugane," he
understood what Steve Morris meant
The two yards of silk are laid tosaid simply.
“You know who I am
to ask her that afternoon she realized
and
sides
gether stitched round three
and who my father was, and you know
that In fairness to Harold Spencer,
a
with
Inside
then covered on the
It ain’t right to harbor a grudge against
whom she had sent on a hopeless
thick pad of wadding. If It is the orme for some little good
for nothing
to her father, she must withhold
quest
three
layers.
diuary sheet wadding use
her answer to Steve until Harold had quarrel you hud with my father. I’ve
the
selTack the wadding loosely to
proved his valor. She wished she had come to say that Nellie and me love
The case then Is
vage of the silk.
each other and I'm going to marry her.
not been so sure of the slim youth's
fourth
turned right side out and the
If you’ve got any objections we’ll fight
cowardice.
Is
The yard strip
side slipstltched.
It out now!”
And Michael's prospec"You have to be fair to everybody,
are
▲ BEAUTY BAO.
divided into three, and two-thirds
darlin’? What do you mane?" Steve's tive son-in-law tossed aside his coat
to
side
I*0*, extra handkerchief, bottle of sewed up together on either
and hat and faced the elder man.
arm was stealing around Ellen's slim
■melling salts or toilet accessories like- form a bag.
“Whist! Go easy now,” warned Mtwaist.
la
ly to be needed on an outing. Among
The remaining third of the strip
■hael Dugane. holding out his hand to
“I’ll marry you if father says 'Yes,'
these might be cold cream, a small then tied up somewhere about its ceu- I
Bteve. “Y’e're the very one I’d picked
of , breathed Ellen quickly. “You go and
more
**ke of soap for the hands and tiny
ter with a yard or rather
>ut for me Nellie!"
And Steve never
silk ask father, and If he says ‘Yes' I'll
comb.
wide ribbon to match the colored
knew whether this was surrender to
marry you."
used on the case or, if it Is not posaiHandmade Veils.
the inevitable or an outcropping of Mi“The dlvll you will!” quoth the aswith a dooA handsome handmade veil with the
ble to obtain a good match,
chael's concealed sense of humor.
tonished and Indignant Mr. Morris,
to,
ble strip of the silk itself stitched
owner's initials embroidered on it ia
A little later Steve went back to the
“I'm not askwithdrawing his arm.
a nice
a ribbon.
form
to
her
motors.
who
for
woman
gift
the
get
t>uggy.
sachet Is j in’ your pa If 1 can marry you. I’m
One gift of the sort that cannot bat
The tied up piece of the
"Nellie," he said decisively, “I told
the white askin' you, Nallle, dartin'. If you lova
1** useful Is a set of handkerchiefs
flnallv turned over, so that
Is It
four pa that you loved me.
the front me well enough the little house Is
father larger than the ordinary ones j lilk lining and the bow lie on
true?”
la left ready tor you, and I'll send old Aunt
for women and with the owner's int
of the sachet, and the opening
Bridget a-packing back to her husband | “Of course." whispered the thankful
lik
Haft* embroidered on a tiny motorcar.
ready te slip the nightdress
Nellie.
as soon as you'll say the blessed wurrd.
apron was cut out of heavy net and
a beading and a lace frill.
The band that goes about the waist
was made of a leading bordemd with
rows of narrow lace insertion.
Ornament* shaped out of the material and
chain'd bands of tt were applied to the
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For Infants and Children.
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Always Bought
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footwear from the t
Shawmut Dealer.
He handles Shawmuts because experience has taught \
him they are best. '
The reliable dealer
merits your trade.
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Dealer Sells SHAWMUTS
He’s a Good Dealer.”
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Boston Mfistard
With Boston Baked Beans
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When properly prepared there’s no dish more delicious, nutritious
and economical. “SATURDAY BEANS" is an institution the rising
generation should cherish.

Ask lor

Stickney & Poor’s
Mustard
A tablespoonful of it to & quart of
beans gives just the right flavor and
That's the semakes them digestible.
cret of Boston’s famous beans.
For nearly one hundred years Stickney & Poor’s Mustard has done its part
to make Boston Beans and New England Cookery famous. It is relied upon
for its never-changing quality.
and
Nearly every grocer sells it in
y'z-lb. cans, at 10 cents and 20 cents.
Write for our book of receipts.
It’s
worth a lot to any housekeeper who
wants to know how to make the most
out of what she buys for the table.
Among the other Stickney & Poor Products

that should be on every *good cook's
are:
Pepper, Cinnamon, Cloves, GinMace, Pimento, Sage, Savory, Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry Powder, Paprika.
Tapicca, Nutmeg. Cassia, Allspice, Whole
Mixed Spice, Pastry Spice, Turmeric, Thyme. Soda, Cream of Tartar. Rice
Flour, Potato Flour, Sausage Seasoning. Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring
Extracts.
When You Order, Say “Stickney & Poor's”
shelf
ger,

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton

«««#«««*
THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

tbat Mr. Peters has had Mr. Burleigh's
support iu his candidacy for the speakership. The truth of the matter is that Mr.

Ellsworth American
4

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rVBUBltD
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Burleigh has taken
speakership contest.
closely

AT

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
F W. RoLLIBB. Editor And Manarer
W. H. TlTca. AaaocUma Editor.

political

year, f 1 0C1 for nix

reck<>o*l

the

at

Peters has,
pledged support of
vote

Tf e

Average for the year of 1911,

2,332

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4,

1912.

substantial gifts. The gift swells the
total of the Jeiiison memorial fund
for the benefit of the Ellsworth library

*15,000. The people of Ellsworth
sincerely gra'efnl and appreciative
of Mr. Jeilison’s generosity. The details of t he gift will be found in tbe
vote passed by the city government
last evening, as reported elsewhere.
to

are

The official vote of the State of
Maine in the recent presidential elec
tion, as declared by the governor and

council, is as follows: Wilson, 51,113;
Roosevelt, 48,493; Taft, 26,545; Debs,
2,541; Chafln, 946.
Mr. Peters and the

Speakership.
(Portland Press.)
The Lewiston Journal repeatedly refers
Hale
to “the Penrose
Burleigh Peters
combination'1. What is a combination?
It seeks to give the impression by the

hyphen,

for

example,

Rep-

that

John A. Peters, who is a recandidate for speaker of tbe

resentative

House,

something

aas

in

\* bat

Senator Penrose.

with

common

possible

common

Peters, whose home is in
Ellsworth and in the State of Maine, have
interest

Mr.

can

represents Pennsylvania
in the United States senate? Senator Pen.
rose, as we understand it, is regarded as
a
political boss. Would the Lewiston
Journal claim that John A. Peters is a
political boss? If he is a boss he has care,
with

who

a man

fully

concealed the

have

some

fact

familiarity

from

with

those

who

political

con-

tive record shows that he has been

one

of

independent,
thinking
republican party in this State. He has
never presumed to assume tbe leadership
the

free

of the

men

of his partv in the legislature and has not
always been in accord with his party in
legislative matters. Peters is the last mao
in public life in Maine against whom such
a charge could be made with any justification
Senator

understand it, is
Pear.***,
regarded
reactionary. Sorely a similar
cannot
be
made
charge
against Mr. Peters.
As a representative in the legislature he
has made many fights for what are generally termed “progressive” principles.
He favored and voted for a public utilities
bill. He favored and voted for the
pasas we

as a

sage of bills aimed against the employment of children in factories and to limit
the hours of labor for ^n and women.

He has publicly declared that he believes
it would be wise to elect the United States
senators by the people rather than to be
embarrassed by a direct
jajmary nomination, which we now
does not
Tar
go
said, in
enough, so
giving to the people
right of
voting for a United States senator. In
fact Representative Peters has repeatedly
shown
and
said
that
repeatedly
he
has
favored
nearly all of the

diAHP*he

so-called

“progressive” principles. As we
understand it he entertains no views in
this regard
in common with Senator
Penrose with whose name his own is be-

ing coupled.
To be sure,

Mr. Peters voted for the

regularly nominated
publican party for

candidate of the
the

presidency.

re-

Be-

the Lewiston Journal
would punish him by denying him the
he did this

speakership.

Because

he

exercised

his

right to vote tor whom he saw fit, Mr
Peters has been savagely attacked and

by

abased

rhyme

the

or reason

organ which knows no
when it comes to villifl-

of those who do not
dorse all of its paranoic views about

oation and abuse
and

enmen

measures.

What has Mr. Peters in common with
Senator Hale with whose name bis own is
frequently coupled in the Journal? Theae
men

live

have been
has

in

the

same

They

town.

neighbors for years.
from public life

retired

Mr.

Hale

and

from

in this State. He has not given
Mr. Peters any aid in his candidacy for
the speakership, though doubtless Mr.

politics
Hale

willingly help
obtain this position

would

townsman

his

fellow-

if he could.

How can Mr. Peters be held responsible
for anything Mr. Hale did or did not do
this State in the
when be represented
Senate?
If the impression is to convey
the belief that Mr. Peters is wearing the
collar of Mr. Hale, Senator Penrose or
anyone else, those who don’t know John
A. Peters may be prejudiced by all of this

jargon

of

which the

misrepresentation
Journal is indulging

and
in.

abuse
But

on

familiarity with Maine
the last two administrations will take sny stock in such stuff
ns this.
As to Mr. Patera’ connection with Mr.
Burleifh, we presume that it is supposed
man

who has any

legislative history for

and

ago, and

months

two

enter-

were

gradually failing

turned, he bad been

ever

moose 1 since.

bull

where the

Tracy

Bedford E.

July 27, 19S1.

boro.

born

was

tbe

of

son

in Uonlda-

William and

pledged to
to the people

who

are

they can make good their promises
people of this Bute and for this regthey have pledged him their support.

House
the

ion

The

j

county who nru.y
iave voted for Roosevelt in November
when Peters voted for Taft have no desire
[o throw aside a man whose ability and
ntegrity they are familiar with and whom
:bey know can be relied upon to unite the
of Aroostook

men

This is

exactly what it should be.
be

cannot

House

incoming

speaker

elected

Mr.

of the

ported Roosevelt

supin November, support

which he has been

promised

and which

To attack
undoubtedly receive.
viciously this man who saw fit to stand by
the republican party and republican prin- !
ciple* because be believed them to be right !
will avail the Lewiston Journal nothing.
With as much justice might an attack be
on

carrying

the

Milliken. of Aroos-

Senator Carl

principle*

out of the

laid

State republican platform,
and who will lend his great experience
and ability in the Senate to seeing that
down

in the

promises are kept.
The republicans who voted

these

want to

not

nated

Senator

see

president

as

Taft

for

do

Milliken elimi-

of the Senate

because

Novengaged in punishing anyone. and will not be a party to
any such program. The presidential camhe did not

see

They

ember.

tit to vote for him in
not

are

is over, but the obligation to carry
out the platform pledge* to the people of

paign

Maine remains.
Milliken and Peters
assist

Haonab’F.

Tracy. He altendedgtbt' com-|

that is

and

what

every fair-minded and honorable republican in
this State is anxious should be
done.

The

still

roses

io

bloom

Hancock

Staples, of Atlantic,

Mrs. A. A.

county.

picked a perfect, fall-blown
garden Nov. 30._

in

rose

her

farmers in

Backsport

of

English turnips.

on

He

tbe late H.

bor

Hardy

Mr.

as

clerk and

bookkeeper.

has

a

turnip that measures thirty-six inches in
circumference, and weighs 19*4 pounds.
now

Bar

shaping

There

was a

her character

in

many ways.
sweetness in her whole rela-

tion to the world which few

In-

poaaess.

stinctively courteous, she made herself
felt in any company, not by araertion, but
by exhaling m genial and womanly charm
which

instantly

won

and held
were

finally.
powerfully

With ambition for a better education,
he attended tbe Eastern State normal
school, Castine, spring term of 1880-2. He
began teaching school in tbe fall of 1880
and fallowed this occupation as means for
sel(-education, falls and winters, until

developed; extending

1887.

very heart of that household. A tender
deference to her has been the loving habit

Me entered the Rockland commercial
college tn tbe spring of 1884, and graduated in nine weeks, beating the record
three weeks.
the

college,

Boon after
he secured

graduating
position in

from

a

tbe

American

express office at Bar Harbor,
wnich be retained for two seasons.

begin reading law in the office of L.
Deasy, Bar Harbor, in April, 1885, and

He
B.

portion of each year, taking
bookkeeper during tbe summer seasons there, until the fall of 1887.
Then he entered the law department of
the Boston university, taking up a twoyears’ course in one.
continued

a

situations

as

pursuing

While
late

in

his studies in

winter he

the

organization

became

foot

on

that

summer

resulted in

the

resort.

admitted to the Hancock
county bar at tbe April term, 1888, and
opened an office at Winter Harbor about
June 1, 1888, where he continued practice
Mr.

Tracy

was

Gouldsboro,

He served the town of

snd

of Winter Harbor
from Gouldsboro, as
superintendent of schools and as selectlater the

it

when

town

new

set off

wag

only
children, but to others who

own

might need her motherly
fluence

over

beautiful
residence with them.

trated in

Her in-

care.

her children

has

fashion
Bbe

been

votion of them all has

during

has been

been

her

The de-

as

rare as

it

touching.

years ago airs. reran io»i ner
almost completely; but in the face

some two

sight

affliction her patient faithfulness
did not waver.
Gradually ber hearing
dulled; but tbe inner life went on sweet
and inspirational to tbe last.
And so, full of years snd honor, surrounded by the care and thought of her
of this

loved ones, she
Master and fell

heard the voice

asleep.

of the

“Her works do

follow her.”
BUCK8POBT.
Miss Mary 8. Atwood, bookkeeper at
tbe Blodgett tanneries, is spending two
weeks with ber father in Orrington.
Mrs. Elizabeth McKinnon snd daughter Katheryn left Thursday for Florida,
accompanied by Miss Frances Folsom.
C. O. Tennis

and

wbo have

Wiley),

(Miss Dora

wife

been

guests of

Guv

McAlister and wife, left Friday fortbeir
home in New York.
Myra Ladd left Tuesday for Oracle,
Ariz., where she will spend the winter
Miss

William,
accompanied by

with ber brother

on

8he

Miss

was

his ranch.

Druailla

Russell, of Brewer.

Roy T. Ames, son of H. F. Ames, has accepted a position as stenographer with the
He was appointed county-attorney by Adams
Co., of Bangor. Mr. Ames is a
the town.
Gov. Powers in December, 1900, to fill the
graduate of the commercial department of
vacancy caused by the death of County- the E, M. C. 8., and has also taken a
Our West Franklin correspondent asks:
uHas any one in Hancock county seen any Attorney-elect Charles H. Drummey, of course at a business college.
man.

_

brown tail

this

moths

fall?

Last

year

theyj«re quite plentiful in thia vicinity/'
of the
idflBiltle early

It

yet for reports

to distinmoth neats, as it is bard
guish them at a distance from lingering
leaves on the trees, but close examination
shows that the browntails are still with
now

Ellsworth, who died before assuming the
Mr.
office.
Trmcy was re-elected in
1902, therefore serving two full terms. In
1904 he was elected representative to the
legislature from his class, serving one
term.
Mr.

Tracy

home town.

interest, and
unusual intelligence is a pet
in the home of Deputy Sheriff W. B. Watson, of Tremont. Eighteen months ago it
A

crow

of

from

taken

was

a

given

and

nest

to

Mr. Watson’s little son Kenneth whose
affection for his pets Dick has since shared.
He appears to be entirely domesticated,
and has the run of tbe place sleeping
nights in a shed. His wings, of course,
are

He is

kept clipped.

a

perfect

mag-

greatly missed in his
He was always active in its
a helper in every cause for its

will be

advancement.
married in

^r. Tracy

November, 1888,
Mias Rubie J. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,
who survives him, with three daughters
and

one son.

The funeral
Death
Phineas A.
dead

of

was

held this forenoon.

of Pbiueas A. Gross.
Gross, of Bangor, dropped

heart

Monday,

disease

at 8e-

hiding everything, from his food to bo—look.
a thimble, which he will take in his beak, !
Mr. Gross was a native ot uriand.thc son
gravely hopping away to secrete it in : of Gspt. Hufua and Davinia (Gray) Gross,
some corner.
Everything that transpires aud was fifty-six years old. In his earlier
is of absorbing interest to him and he
years he was a shipamith being employed
signifies approval or indignation by either at Bucksport, Brewer and other places.
conversational chattering* or fierce scoldWith the decline of ship-building he
ing. He is very vain, and three white entered the employ of T. F. Cassidy A
feathers in one wing cause him great
Son, in Bangor, and was with that concern

pie

been received

announcing

J. Everett Holmes and
Dsan, of Baltimore, on
Nov. 18. Mr. Holmes was a former resident and s graduate of tbe E. M. C. 8.,
class of 1900. He is taking a medical
coare st the University of Maryland.
the marriage of
Miss Edna May

Tbe marriage of Robert W. Delano snd

Rios, of Bangor, took
place in Bangor Thursday morning, Nov.
28.
Mr. Delano is one of Bocksport's
Miss Grace Claire

most promising young men, and is associated with bis father, C. M. Delano, in
tbe grocery business. They will occupy
tbe bouse of I. L. Brown during the winter.

Tbe best wishes of

friends

are

teach

were

As

Hia

vocabulary

three words and

he

time

they have

anything,
surprised when

him

much

speak.

spends much

ia

now

trying I

never

he

tried

family

the

began to

consists of

practicing

on

two years
ago, be went to the Penobscot Machine
Co., and lately had been employed by the
for

twenty-six years.

About

Northern Paper Co. as foreman of
construction of fire-escapes.
Great

s

large number of

Dec. 2.

J.

an-

other, but no one can tell what it is, and he
evidently cannot make the sounds that he
wants to, for he acts ashamed of what he
does produce. He can say “what”, “goon,” and “hello”, very plainly, and
strangers passing by often stop, thinking
that someone is calling them.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
School begins to-day;
Jellison teacher.

Miss

Harvard Carter is teaching at Hancock
P. Clarke at the Falls.

and W.

Joseph Tofts and wife,
for Catarrh Thnt
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surSuch article* should never be used
face*.
except on prescriptions from reputable
physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten
fold to the good yon can possibly derive from
them- Hall's Catarrh Care, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo. O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure
be sure you get tbe genuine. It is taken inter nail v and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Cheney A Co Testimonials free.
Sold by Drnggiste. Price 71c per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Beware

of

Ointment*

Elizabeth

of

Ellsworth,

visited relatives here last week.
George Hopkins, wife and son Ernest,
who spent last week with relatives here,
returned to Trenton Sunday.
C.
Dec. 2.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
William S. Grant, jr., ot Philadelphia,

is

in town.

Re;. N. B. Rogers left Thursday fora
visit in Boston.
Miss Mary A. Carroll is visiting Mrs.
Elmer Smallidge.
Mrs. B. C. Gross visited her parents at
Pranklin last week.

Ernest Young and George Clark spent
the week-end at their homes in Trenton
and

Proeeasea by

Surry.

Thomas 8. Smith, secretary ol the Y. M.
C. A., at Bar Harbor, preached at the Baptist church Sunday.

John C. Adams, ot Brewer, is in town on
business. Mr. Adams has sold his house
here to James Butler.
Work

Which

It

I*

Converted

upon

the

Boy Scouts' camp is

rapidly progressing. The Scouts were
it during the Thanksgiving
recess.
They hope to complete it by
at work upon
Christmas.

Dec. 2.

An'"^

aOLDSN

j

?

j

HANCOCK.
There will be a dancing party at the
hall on Tuesday evening, Dec. 10.
Music by Kelly’s orchestra of four pieces.
A venain supper will be served at HAD.
The dance is given under the management
of Herbert Young and A. B. Foes.
town

i«*e

—

1

j

r.arta
Ma. *no Mas. Haatr J. McKxowa
Ml amd Ma*. R.aotn W Catm
M las E*t*il. K. Dow.
Kosnar C. Dow.
Bead Coe*. M*.. Noe. *T, !»«.

TIGER PROOF HOMES.
and
Frail
Houaaa.
Flimsy,
Sometimes Perch In Tree Tops.
The ordinary Malay bouse 1* built on
posts from live to seven feet high, hut
one which I came across was perched
high up In a tree. It was tbe home of
a man. hU wife and family, and (hey
Informed me that It waa placed in this
unusual situation so as to be out of the
way of the numerous tigers which then
Infested the neighborhood.
As tigers have been known to Jump
eighteen feet In vertical height somewhere about twenty feet la considered
to be the limit of safety. The Malayan
bouse la a frail and flimsy structure of
sticks tied together with rattan thatched with palm leaves and walled with
plaited bamboo or. aa in this case, with
the bark of trees.
It is therefore an easy matter for a
tiger with Its great strength to break
Into a bou«e and attack the Inhabitants.
Many Instances of this have been re
corded In Malaya. In one well known
case a whole family were killed except
one man.
who. climbing np Into the
roof and thus escaping the notice of
the tiger, was a horrified observer of
tbe cruel mauling and ultimate sis ugh
ter and devouring of bis relatives.—
London Strand Magazine.

Malay

Life Without Microbes.
Microbes are not Indispensable to all
life If they are Indispensable to auy.
Tbe question has teen definitely setA rage completely sterilized at
tled.
90 degrees was made and tbe openings of the cage closely stopped with
cotton and protected from the outside
by a hermetically closed metallic chamber. Such manipulations aa were necessary In opening the cage were made
by hands guarded by aseptic rubber
cloth. Into such a sterilized cage three
hens' eggs were placed after having
been externally sterilized.
Tbe cage
was
fitted with a glass pavilion or
chicken run. where the chickens could
develop during their six weeks' sojourn
In the cage. In tbe cage were sterilized
air. pure water, sterilized sand and
sterilized feed. The experiment showed
that life does not dei»end upon microbes, but that the vital work of tbe
organism Is easy and natural when
everything Is sterilized.—Harper's.

X.

Relic* of Pilleries.
Though the pillory ha* been abolish
ed, there are still to be found In varl
oua parts of rnral England relics ot
this old lime method of punishment
One of the most complete examples
may be seen within a few miles of the
In the picturmetropolitan border.
esque village of Koydon. Essex, not
only are the old stocks and whipping
post still preserved, but close beside
them stands also the wooden “cage’
In which the roysterer of bygone day*
was
Incarcerated.
Is there anothet
such interesting trio of punitive relics
to be found elsewhere In England TLondon Graphic.

rib broken at
your bargain-counter Just now." “We will
reset it, of course, in our surgical department,” said the polite floorwalker. “And
it you are contemplating any other operations, now is the time to take advantage
of summer rates. We remove the appendix, tor instance, for fM.M.

TEETH —Will the psr..,u
...
sent n fall
upper set of gum leeta
repaired, please call lot them*
Either thee did not *ir* their sddre*., or I
hare lost it. Do. H. Gaaete. Eli.worib.
centlt
I^AIBR
be

to

rot

to

legislative Notice.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
la
given »* provided by
section M of the revised Milntes
nr. of the intention of J. Sumner
brags, and other cttlxens of the town* of
Oouldsboro and Winter Harbor, in the county
of Hancock and State of Maine, to petition the
seventy sixth
Legislature to inrorporate
them, their associate*, successors and ensigns,
under the name of the Oouldsboro sod Winter
Harbor Telephone Company, with si! tbe
and privilege* of simitar corporation*,
powers
for the purpose o# establishing and operating
s local
line in said towns of Goulds*
telephone
boro and W inter Harbor

hereby
N'OTICB
chapter 3.
of Mat

is hereby given as
^TOTICE
chapter *. section M of the

provided by

revived statof Maine, of the intention of Hollis
Barney A. Watson and other cituens
staples,
of the town* of Hullivaa. Hancock and Franklin. In tbs county of Hancock, to petition tbe
•evenly-sixth legislature to prohibit the fishing or taking of • melts except by book snd
line. In Egypt bar. Franklin bay and their
tributaries, snd all that part of Taantoo bay
snd its tributaries lying above Mali!van Fails,
in the county of Hancock.
a *
ute*

j
j
j

j

irn.il XotitM.
he
THE
istrator

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed admin-

has been
of the estate

of
FREDERICK B. CiOOGINH. late of BUCKS-

PORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All person*
given bonds as the law direct*.
having demand* against tbe estate of said deceased are desired to presen: the *anie for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to snake payment imtnediatelv.
Bisks Leach
February I, (111

Xlmcniwmtm*.

Help Wanted
AT THK

Blood Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

Fifty (60) women and girl* wanted;
average wage#, after Irom 8 to 4 weeks
instruction, from $l to $1.15 per day.
Apply to Mr. Jonx Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

••arches made and abstracts
and capias furnished on short
notice, and at lUEMif NK£S
OFFICE*

MORRISON. JOY ft CO. BLOCK.

(Siofrasumai Cam.

]>R

C. II.

•TATB

GIBBS,

-r

STM(T.

IK-2.

f.liw W

PHYSICIAN.
iffick:

mooke’s druo-stork.
10 central st.
Telephone Connection.

over

residence:

Ellsworth.Maine.

_

“See here, my wife had

nne

.ummer residence
Apni,
Imam * Btnuaipo
Into Refined Oil.
In Its original state petroleum Is of a
TO DATR
POWCARtW
It is distilled In
IlTk,^
murky green color.
nnd prices
Ten assorted card. •!
wan.
furnace*
belllnrirsted catalo*. Tnn AnT PoeT
with
great
blazing
pana
Pwcann To., Anbnrn, Me
neath them, and as the vapors arise
OAK aldebosid; 1 second
from the boiling liquid they are conband
cook atoee; I wardrobe.
Inquire nt
J T. Ones. South street, or -wale.,
veyed Into pipes surrounded by cold
sddre.. p.
o. boa tit, Rtaworth.
water In which they arc condensed.
Ali kinds; hand painted
The first vapors condense Into naph- IJObP ARDS
place cards calendar.
.4, *"«ln**tha and those produced by further Illustrated
Tna Aar Potto.an Co'
catalo*
Anbntn. Me.
beating give the burning oil. A very
small percentage of the crude oil put;
fftlp OTanU-fc.
into the pans or stills remains In the I
form of tar, which by another procesa j
opportunity la offered
^TOMPOSITORS—An
or two yonn* women to lean,
Is converted Into paraffin and coke.
;b«
j Vy one
°f
Apply at Anaaic"
After distillation the refined oil Is no ;
longer green, but U as transparent a*
for general honaewoek. Waablne
WOMAN
and Ironln* pat out. Apply to Ms.
spring tenter and beautifully tinged
"**•
Hattny M H.ti.Elltworth.
with purples and blues, it is not yet
ready for use, however, since it must
JFtranti.
be -washed." The fluid Is emptied Into
a Urge circular tank In which It ts rf^ENI>RR
Picked up at Lamoiae Bescb
Noe. 34 Owner may bate same
1
Heated with add*, these being poured
by pro?”
In* property and panto* charge. WiLara
in and mixed with It by means of pow- « attar*,
lamoine Beach
erful pressure from beneath.
When It ha> t>een well shaken it Is
Sprtmi
allowed to settle, and the adds then
CARD or THARKft.
to
the
hotfrom
It
and
sink
separate
»*»B *° *&»“* ot»r mam de,r frleudt
tom of the tank, taking with them "WB
who were eo eery bind during the ct
»T
some of the tar that remained In the net*, death and interment of oar dear »sf*
and mot bar. alao for tb* mane dors' offrrinrt.
oil.
Including n beautiful wraath from
The adds are then removed and the View grange. No. *0*. Their acta of bicdnrw
and words of loe* m.de a
lasting Impreu c
oil U washed with salt water. Finally on onr grateful
bean*.
T.aac t.’. Dow.
It U bleached, and It U then ready for
Ma. amd Mat. Haaar a. Dow
the market--Harper's Weekly.
Ma. amd Mas. Witu. B.

extended.

for

annoyance. He
to get them out.
to

Cfcrds have

Point. In Trenton. Umii.
below Rllsworth. with food
HOI'S*—At
eta*iS
location for
Onk

illus-

has been the

of each within the home circle.

identified

and search of titles

Co., which had
begun the building of the Hotel Beacon
at Winter Harbor, and setting tbe first
movement

to her

tbemselve* not

Boston,

until his death.

Harbor has tired of its
Eden. A petition to the legislature is being circulated, asking for authority to
change the name of tbe town from Eden
to Bar Harbor. If the petition is granted,
the question will be submitted to a vote of
And

never

remove

the

Her maternal instincts

building up of that place, of which
Grindstone Neck is a part, as a prosperous

£. W. Hardy, of North Deer Isle, goes
Everett Newman, of Seawall, one better

welfare

not drains to

and

age

of the Winter Harbor Land

and Orland.

8he did

jfot Salt.

MURKY GREEN PETROLEUM.

was

and her interest in its

Talking Machines!

$: <■ CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, ZST

of her most

8be

EDI80N

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KIND8

love of

fourteen and the winter terms two years

Gouldsboro up to tbe

VICTOR and

intimately

liter.

with tbe

The schooner Lavima M. Snow recently
sailed from Backsport for New York with
12,000 bashels of potatoes, all grown by

the

keeping

known her

city which she loved so wall was too
precious to be sundered.
Her religious life was innate; coloring

schools of

mon

together greatly

can

doing this,

in

for
ever

membership from it during the many
years of bet- residence elsewhere because
the lender tie which it maintained with

began work in tbe lobster factory of
D. Coombs at South Goulds; boro, at the age of fourteen years, doing a
took county, candidate for president of
man's work and receiving a roan’s wages,
the Senate, who voted tor Roosevelt in but was soon called from
that by his emj
who
will
stand
firm
for
but
November,
ployer to enter his store st Prospect Harmade

capacity

tboee who had

her

ae

will

was

wavered.

who may have

vee

F» IA N O !S

than

more

born in Halloweii, February 21,
1821, the daughter of William and Elisabeth! Bid well) Clark. Mr. Clark wo for
many years a prominent attorney of Kennebec county. There were in Mrs. Peters'
immediate family three girls and one boy,
one of whom (a statert alone survives.
On October 6, 1848, Miss Clark became
the wife of Geurge 8. Peters, *ao., of Ellsworth, with whom she lived moat happily
until his death on their marriage anniversary in 1881. Two daughters were born
to them-Elisabeth and Mary, the younger
William
of whom afterward* married
Drury, a well-known lawyer of Waltham,
Mara.
Mrs. Peters’ life in Ellsworth wai a
happy and many-sided one. Her husband
occupied a enviable position joth at the
bar and in the social life of hi* native
community; their friends were legion;
and the social tastes of both drew about
them a large circle of people of like interest* whose friendship Mrs. Peters retained to her Latest day.
She

1871,

the votes of

without

:be*e represen tat

Ellsworth, requires

formal notice.

charming cnaractervery musical, and for
many year* ws» the organist of the First
Congregational church of this city. In
which she retained membership until
death.
8be became a member of this church in

;his State.

Peters

friend* in

was one

republicans to carry
promise* they made the people of

>ut the

The death in Waltham, Mass., on Deo.
1, of Mr*. Georg* 8. Peter*, *n event
touching so closely a l*rge circle of

iatica.

and enable the

:ure

CHARLOTTE A3TS PKTRWk

Her

strength in the legiala-

inti-democratic

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Peters is neither a boss nor has any one
ever charged that he has been bossed by
anyone else. On the contrary his legisla-

cause

platform,

Maine.

ditions here in

and

1

boapital

hough bopea tor bis recovery

aarry out the promises made
in tbat platform. Tbe*e men believe that
with John A. Peters as speaker of the

At last evening’s meeting of the city
government, announcement was made
of another gift to the city of a *5.000
insurance policy by Zachariah Jeiiison,
of Brooklyn, N. Y a son of Ellsworth
who has previously- shown his love
and loyally to his old home town by

the

was

mon

:o

publican

representatives

the

Harbor

the : t

informed,

are

largest
strength is supposed to lie. Ue is
being supported for speaker, as we understand it, by men of progressive leanings
is well as by men who are proud of the
tact that they are loyal republicans, all of
whom, however, were elected on a com-

Busin*'** communications should be addressed
and all check* and money order* made pay
Htwari Cocwtt PtTBLfaHtiro
Able ro
Co., Eiisworio. Hmuto.

This week'll edition of
American i* 2J5SO copica.

j

moose

»o.

of tbe

we

from those counties where the bull

AJeertlstr g Rates—Are reasonable and will be
tsade known on application.

use

Bedford E. Trscy, a well-known memHancock county bar, a former

ber of the

j

Mr.

of ti pen

rate

affairs in Maine know that this is

true.

monUia, 56 cents for three sto&tbfc, If i<aid
Mirlctly t» adraiKJ**, $1 56, 75 and 3* cent*
respectively. Single copies .1 cents. All atrear:we? are
rear.

thoae

personal
posi-

him,

with

in Winter

re present* tire to tbe
tion, have indeed worked in the interest comity-attorney and
of other men than Mr. Peters. To Mr. legislator*, died early Monday morning
Burleigh Mr. Peters owes nothing in this 1 at bis home in Winter Harbor. Mr. Tracy
respect and those with any knowledge of underwent a critical operation at tbe Bar

BT THI

&

o?

Some

OBITUARY.

Monday at His Home
Harbor.

l*»Med Away

the

friends of other candidates for this

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

S«b*cnpUoB Price—#2 30

connected

in

part

no

TRACY DK AD.

BEDFORD K.

a

ALICE

II.

SCOTT

TTTEW.'fiW^SWlNU
CLERICAL

AND
GENERAL
WORK.
Agent Union Hale Deposit * Trust Co., ot Portlor
land.
furnishing Probate and Rarely Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriten typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Bta. (over Mcore's Drop
Store). Ellsworth, Ms.

Men and Women

WANTED

in every New Koglaad city and town to dUtribute valuable premiums, with
-t
and original” Rogers ailverware.
genteel employment You may
work.
this
.No
your entire time to
A legitimate business
ment plan.”
Write at once
tion. References exchanged.

‘J“***a:.
Pr°P^

V. C. GALE A

Wiuthrop 8q

CO., Wholesale Distributor*.

Boston. Mass.

The merchant who doc* not advertin'*
dull mom, make* it more profitable 1*
tho** mho do adeeriUt.
a

i&Unlisrmcntc'

BOOST Ellsworth Food Fair, Jan. 27-Feb. i
CITY MEETING.

Earle NDeWitt,
I J Shackford.
L D Patten,

handsome gift

another

of

Charles E

Lynch,
Llnwood Smith,
L D Moore,
Earle Jordan,
Dana Maddocka,
Flora L Marks,
Clara I Carter,
Martiu Alley,
Leamon P Franklin,
Lawrence O Higgins.

former citizen.

ygKN

FUND TO FIF*

LIBRARY

JCLLIROR

2

INCREASE*

JRLLIBON

ZACHAKIAH

THOUSAND

DOLLARS

—

OTHER BUSINESS.

The full board was present at the regular
of tb* city government last evenfeature of the evening was the
ing The
another gift to the city
tnnoun vau nt of
of«f»,000 insurance policy by Zacbariah
N. Y. The board
jellison. of Brooklyn,
* settable vote in recognition of the

Lena G Camber,
Annie Cousins,
Vers B Seeds,
Shirley R Sargent
Andrew M Moor,
Neldo Oonary.

meeting

High school,

The ni»t:er was presented to the board
A. Kmcry, chairman of library
by Hon. L.
board, who presented a vote incorporate
condition* of the gift
in* the terms and
«aa

boar

a*

un*nimo:iaiy

panned by

Contingent.

Henry

trust

fund to be known at “The Jell Ison Memorial Fund" and allowed to accumulate
until, with
the
aocaranlatton* and additions thereto, the fund ahali amount to
the full sum of fifteen thousand dollar* at
which amount the fund shall thereafter be
maintained.
Should the fund at any time be
reduced below the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars, then the income shall not be ex-

summary or

After

Total

City sens.
High »ch.
Text-books,
Sch'house.
Buptof schs,
Police,
Fire dept.

City library,
Interest,

City water.
Elec lights,

Total*

j

Text book snp,

*•

Co,
Milton, Bradley Co,
Silver, Burdett A Co,
American Book Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
Staples Ptnno A Music Co,
Ginn A

School,

Total

WS Moore,
Freeman D Smith,
Neldo Connry,
Ernant D Giles,
Edward Haney,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,

1
48

66
00

15 00
59 00
1

!

on

and extension

not

permit

the full

While the

courses.

Maine schools do

funds available to the

adoption

of these

plans

problems.
State Superintendent Payson Smith will I
send, on application of any teacher, a
pamphlet entitled “Aids Available to
Teachers”, which describes the new desolution of their

parture of the normal schools.
NI COLIN.
Melvin McGown is

Francis

12

89

visiting

his

sons

in

McGown and
wife
at Bar Harbor.

spent

Newport.
Alta Quinn, who has been visiting
Sidney Moore and wife, has returned to
Sawyer has built a camp at Nicolin
station, and is going to put a crew’ of men
in the woods to clear the lot he purchased
John

34

accepted

Hal

Howard
McGown
and
w'ife spent
Thanksgiving with their son Louville at

Lakewood.

a

year ago.

of diseases.

three children—Hoyt
lives at home; Charles, of
Mrs.
Hansford
DeWitt,
; Funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon, Rev. P.

Austin,
Holden;

98

22,978

52

report.

$6,555 18
5,061 01

after

hand.

$ 1,494 17

patronized.
Altie Cunningham was the guest
Martha Gaspar Saturday and Sunday.

ville to

of

Clark has returned to BrookBopen his school for the winter.

W. Carter and wife were Thurston Cunningham
and wife, of Bluehill, H. P. Carter and
wife, of Ellsworth, Alva Giles and Jessie

action

was

to

—

ARMSTRONG-At West Brooksville, Nov 30,
Elmer Fred, infant son of J Elmer Armstrong and wife, aged 2 days.
EPPES—At Ellsworth, Dec 3, Louisa W, widow
«>f Dauiel H Eppes, aged 80 years, 4 months,

days.

HAMMOND—At Winter Harbor, Nov 27, Capt
Thomas R Hammond, aged 78 years.
HUNT—At North Bucksport, Dec 2, Mrs
Francis C Hunt, aged 24 years, 6 months.
PETERS—At WaPhan, Mass, Dec 1, Charlotte,
widow qI George 8 Peters, formerly of Ellsworth.
ROBBINS—At Atlantic (Swan’s Island), Nov
22, Mrs Colson Robbins, aged 55 years.
THOMAS—At Bluehill, Nov 29, Mrs Rebekah
Thomas, aged 85 years. 18 days.
TRACY—At Winter Harbor, Dec 2, Bedford E
Tracy, aged 48 years, 4 months, 5 days.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Nov 25, Wells F
Ward well, aged 35 years, 9 months. 28 days.
The American prints more vital statistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

Densmore, of

East

®ommiBsion ffhrcljants.

of James

THE

The advertisements below represent some ol
Om
England.
the leading bouses of N**w
readers will doubtless find them m value.

Pullets Wanted
HIGHEST PRICES,
IMMEDIATE RETURNS,
We Take Out No Commission

We
American

are

paying

varieties,Silt)
81b
4lb

Leghorn
Crossbread

as

Mrs.

Bornice

or more
or more

to

lb
30 to 85c lb
18 to 22c lb
28c

CONDITIONS-All pure bred pullets must be
reasonably good colored, American and Leghorn varieties free from feathers or stubs on
legs, to bring full quotations. All birds must
be healthy, free from colds or roup. Pullets
must be readily distinguished from hens*
(Pullets with scaly legs at market price only.)
TERMS—Cash. Delivered at our store. No
commission. Payment figured on weight oj
birds when they arrive in Boston. Checks
mailed promptly.
Live Poultry, both chickens and hens at market

and

visited Mrs. Lewis
Thursday and Friday.

Smith

J. P. S. Shoes
for Boys, Youths and Little Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather.
Boys’ and Youths’ knockatrout shoe, double sole and seamless tops.

The Harding&Johnson
Waterproof Work
Shoe
for hard knocks and

dry

feet.

Full Stock of Dress and Heavy Footwear

price.

Rubber Boots,
THE PARK &

POLLARD

CO.,

4« Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Lumbermen's Rubbers,
Moccasins, Leggings, Taps, TopPieces and Shoe Findings.

My experience of eighteen years
manufacturer of Men’s, Boys’,
and Youths' shoes enables me to
as a

BOSTON

make selections of best values in
footwear.
Prices lower than others for reliable goods.

WANT

Blood Humors

Veals and Lambs

pimples, boils, hives,
eczema or salt rheum, or some other
form of eruption; but sometimes they
exist in the system, indicated by feelings of weakness, languor, loss of appetite, or general debility, without
causing any breaking out.
They are expelled and the whole system Is renovated, strengthened and
toned by
Commonly

cause

Hood’s

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Scc’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

Sarsaparilla

IMMEDIATE

WHEN IN PORTLAND

W. W. Benjamin,

RETURNS.^
Boston, Mass.

STOP AT

SHIP

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks”

New City Hall
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State

YOUR

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to

31$ CHASE HOUSE
between

and

\

Chapin Brothers,

Boston, Mass.

Conveniently Located (or
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone

POULTRY and eggs Wanted

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

New Faneuil Hall Market-Boston

TKANS1KNT KATES
ROOMS ONLY $1.00 P£R DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARO $2.00 PER OAY AND UP.

H. E. THURSTON.

Munjoy

R. F. HIMMELEIN,

PROPRIETORS
Hill Cars pass the door

McGOWN,
Ellsworth.

THE=s=
CLARION.

WAM-^^

Potatoes and Apples.

Get it today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

Midway

J. A.

No. 8 Main St.,

it’s a
WE

WESTON -THURSTON CO,

HALL & COLE.
Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
Specialties.
weekly market report.
100*102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.
our

Send for steucils and

is

su^WWieet
Made

by

a

range

or

fur-

a

"Clarion”,

it

is

every requirement.

Bishop Co.,

the Wood

Sold by

Bangor.

J. P. ELD RIDGE,
Main Street.

Ellsworth

PLUMBING,
Hoi Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
9.
Personal attention to all de*
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

DrH.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Qrove St.

ELECTRICAL

Hampden.

Moore

Price, $3.50, $3.75, $4.

follows:

or more 25

commission merchant5

atroertismunta

MEN

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Kasy walking,
comfortable and the most sightly
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and fit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

can handle all the thoroughbred
pullets wo can get and are ready to
pay highest prices for them.

Ful

DOLLAKDTOWN.

taken.

Packard Shoe
FOR

AT

|

well

Thanksgiving guests

Models of the Above Cars will be in Stock

days.

The dance and shooting match Thanks-

Petition of the New England Telephone
& Telegraph Co., for permission to string
wires on Central street, was granted.
Stephen Gross again appeared before the
city in regard to injuries received over a
year ago by • tall on the sidewalk. No

AUSTIN
At North
Ellsworth, Nov 28,
Francis Austin, aged 74 years, 8 months, 10

Varney has returned to Old Town,
visit here.
was

THE BUICK—Five Models
THE COLE—Three Models
THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S

We

DIKD.

ELLSWORTH.

OTHER BUSINESS.

on

DEA8Y—HODGKINS—At Bar Harbor, Nov
30, by Rev B P Judd^Miss Blanche Deasy to
Asa Hodgkins, both of Bar Harbor.
DOUGLAS—CLEMENT—At Castine, Nov 28,
by Rev Hosmer McKoon, Miss Lona Douglas to Alva D Clement, both of Castine.
GRAY—TREWORGY-At Bluehill, Nov 15, by
Rev Ralph A Barker, Miss Viola L Gray to
Maynard A Treworgy, both of Bluehill.
MARTIN-HARVEY-At Lamoine, Nov 29, by
Rev W H Rice, Miss Mertie C Martin to
Ulysses G Harvey, both of Hancock.
PATTERSON-POOR-At Ellsworth. Nov 28,
by J H Brimmer,esq, Mrs Ida Patterson to
Laurel M Poor, both of Ellsworth.
PHILLIPS— DOLLIVER-At Northeast Harbor, Nov 80, by Rev Charles F Lee, Miss
Emily N Phillips, of Northeast Harbor, to
William Dolliver, of Bar Harbor.

a

giving

;

Trucks from KXX) lbs. to 5 tons

CONARY-CONARY-At Deer Isle, Nov 28,
by Rev John H Wales. Miss Verna L Conary
Lionel H Conary, both of Deer Isle.

and

home

the

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

MARRIED.
BRADBURY—M’GOWN—At Ellsworth, Nov
80, by Rev P F Flanagan, Mrs Annie F Bradbury to James A McGown, both of Ellsworth.

17

b}'

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

who

Agnes Cunningham was the Saturday
night guest of her mother, Mrs. Rowena
Carter.

Cash

Ada.J

John Clough and wife, who spent last
county, are home.
Mrs. Delia Clough, of Ellsworth Falls,
was here last week keeping house for Mrs.
John Clough.

Dr.

uncollected.$47,366 45

[Elmer Fred.J

LINDSEY—At Bluehill Dec 2. to Mr and Mrs
Allen C Lindsey, a daughter.
MELLO-At Bluehill, Nov 23, to Mr and Mrs
Manuel Mello, a daughter.
NICKERSON—At Frenchboro, Nov 27, to Mr
and Mrs Jeptha Nickerson, a son.
PIO-At Bluehill, Nov 29. to Mr and Mrs
Harry L Pio, a son.
SANBORN—At Brooksville, Nov 24, to Mr and
Mrs John Sanborn, a daughter. [Margaret

week in Aroostook

WEST

to be handled

*

__

Brewer.

of

at the

Autos for 1913

ARMSTRONG—At West Brooksville, Nov 28,
to Mr and Mrs J Elmer Armstrong a son.

Besides his wife he

officiating._

$24,387

BORN.

Austin died at his home Thanksgiving day, after a long illnes, of a comleaves

un-

Ellsworth Port.
Sid Nov 90, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem, laths
and lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Go
Ar Dec 2, schs Julia Frances, Princeton; C
Taylor 3d. Bar Harbor
Hancock County Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Ar Nov 25, sch Calabria
(Br). St John, N B, for Vineyard Haven
Ar Nov 28. tag Patience with barges Hamburg (Br), Plymouth (Br) and Bristol (Br) for
Windsor, N S
Ar Nov 29. ga s Copia from Grand Harbor, N
B, cargo lobsters
Ar Nov 80, tug Gypsum King with barges
Lewis H St John. Daniel M Munro and J B
King A Co, No 20. Windsor, N S, for New
York, one of the barges leaking
Sid Nov 28. seb C Taylor 8d
Ar Dec 1, sch Jubilee
Ar Dec 2, schs Hugh de Payens, Laura M
Lunt
Sid Dec 2, U S revenue cutter Woodbury
At Bass Harbor, Nov 28, schs Abbie Keast
(Br), Voldare (Br), Florence E Melanson (Br)
bound west

Frank

plication

The finance committee was authorized
negotiate a temporary loan of |2,000.
There was general discussion of the con34
23 45 dition of surface drains on Water streeti
2617
High street and Grant street, and the
2 00
street commissioner was instructed to

6 40

ence

Thanksgiving

28
00
500 00
500 00
1,400 42
750 00
2.000 00
1,400 00

|

2 95

20 10
87 00
2 75

The normal schools of several states have
undertaken regularly laid out correspond-

Carmel.

$34,561 35
above to date. 10,173 42

Paid out since ls.it

295 83
214 25

00
«<»
80 00

teachers in service

Winfred

00

8

Wider Use of Normal Schools.
I By a new plan which has just been in[ augurated the Maine State normal schools
will undertake to extend their usefulness
not only to attending students, but also to

2ft

6,387
3,000

00

2 34

Adjourned.

9 83

TREASURER'S REPORT.
Balance on haud at last report. $2,185 79
S^»76 71
Received from taxes.
493 68
Received from other sources.

00

83 33

1 41

credit*^ Drawn drawn

Tax of 1«12* .$51,325 58
Collected to date. 28,347 06

10.

"

«0
49 60

Overdrawn.

Collected

east of the

yet they will undertake in a limited way
to assist teachers by opening their classes
I 00
to visitation, by lecture courses given by
1 00
the instructors before local teachers’ clubs
6 00
and associations and by assisting individual
7 80
teachers, through correspondence, in the
2 00

TAX

After the passage of the vote, the insurpolicy waa deposited with the city
treasurer.
Holla of accounts were passed as follows:

Suptofschs,

2 00
2 00
2 00
1 00

rbport

ance

Charles E La a ri at Co
I rving Osgood,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
M E Holmes
E B Doyle,
Clam O Hopkins,

>00
2 00

Total overdrawn, $3,144 80
COLLECTOR's REPORT.
Feb 10, '12, $80,403 53
uncollected
to
1911
Tax 1887
4*157 82
Tax deeds.
•

property just

is believed by the city
officials to be within the street limits.
On recommendation of the chief engineer, John H. Brown was elected driver of
the fire team in place of William H.
Pomroy, resigned.
which

3.541 70i 2.845 58
A. A. Killam
*845 61
3,845 61
500 00
670 46 *170 48
66 39 |
500 00
433 61
150 38,
1,250 04
1.000 00
MOUTH OK THE K1VKK.
750 00
1,064 18 *334 18,
3,214 94 *1,214 04 *
2,000 00
1.000 00
1,537 93 *137 93
Capt. Fred Sadler spent a few days at
1,000 00 7,751 19 5,477 42 2.278 77 I
home Ibis week while his vessel was be924 40
2,300 00 2,975 23 2,050 83
600 00
600 65
429 17
171 48
ing loaded in Bangor.
400 00
841 68! *44168
400 00
299 97
400 00
100 03
400 00
Mrs. Sophia Dodge, who has been in
780 97!
419 03
1,200 00 1.200 00
her
for
Hancock caring
aunt, Mrs.
220 82
3,500 00 8,530 24 3,309 42
931 99!
727 93
700 00
2o4 06
Veanna York, is home.
00
00
00
4.000
4.000
4,000
2,030 00 2.030 00 l.Oftl 00 1,015 00
George Dodge, who has been employed
518 69'
2,400 00 2,400 00| 1.881 81
at Sequin light since early spring, is
45 00
72 00
72 00
27 00
322 13 1,718 66
heme. His wife came about three weeks
2,000 00 2,040 79
878 99
8,541 50 8,541 50 2,662 51
8.316 10 8,316 10
8,316 10 ago.
2,696 10
2,696 38 2,696 38
Capt. David Closson has hauled his ves1,419 60
1,419 60 1.419 60
sel, the Gold Hunter, up in Surry for the
51,825 5* 60,243 37,35,630 90j27,966 36 winter.
6,000 00
3,000 00

Bridges.
Kck crush'g
htate road,
Per h'hway,
Per s’walks,

him still with ns and able to carry forward
the labors for the welfare of his fellow citizens."

14 00

2 00

-j-—

Contingent,
Highways.
hide walks,

worts:

12 50
5 HO
108 91
1 25
5 50
«» 00
75

00

#3,53*32
was

auditor's

Appro
priat'n

Fund.

gratulate the city upon having the valuable assistance of Judge Emery In the upbutldntg of the Ellsworth library. Me

Mnry A Hodgkins,
L A Emery

2

charging off rolls and orders passed

In a letter to the editor of The Ameri- Cern loU.
Rep Ha hall.
can a fear weeks
ago, announcing his in- i Poor,
tention of making thia third gift to the Htate tax,
County tax.
city, Mr. Jelltaon took occasion to con- Overlaying*

70

2 00

Nov. 5, 1912.

Section 8. When and eo long as said funds
fifteen thousand dollars or to such
amount as ts realised from said policies, then
the net income of the fund shall be expended exclusively for books for the Ellsworth city library i® perpetuity.

#45
45
21

2 00

8 68

report of the auditor
and died.

amount to

Schuyler F Higgins,
Arthur B Mitchell,
Harold L Hooper,
Andrew M Moor,
J’oor,
Michael J Drummey,
Electric light, BHkUB Power Co,
Mrs H H Emerson.
Library,

2 00

1890

Grand total.

lection.

Police,

2 00

COMMISSIONER’* ROLLS.
« 200 36
875 18

The

fifteen thousand dollars. Provided, however,
if the said policies of insurance or any part
of them cannot be collected by reason of the
insolvency of the companies, or any legal defense they may have to the claims under, not
created by the city, the amount of the fund to
be created and maintained shall be reduced
to snch sum as can be oolleced, the city however paying the necessary expenses of col-

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

4 00

-598
TBACHBR*’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
6482 00
283 89
High school.
-765
Kxlra Roll Payable End of Term.
Common schools.
51 00
223 34
High school.
274

pended. but shall be added to the principal
until the fund Is again raised to the sum of

“While this Is not a thank offering for
Judge Emery's return to active life and usefulness. it docs give me added Joy to have

2 00
2 00

Highway.
Permanent highway.

Itock crushing....
Sidewalk.

up at this time in view of pos-

bridge,

• 1,897 97
STKRKT

was

sible controversy with the goverment as to
location of the temporary fence fronting
the government

MARINE LIST.

new

j

Harry Jude,
Ellsworth Auto. Co,
Charles W'hitmore,
Ernest D Cliles,
Cbarle, 1 Welch.
Edward Q Mooie,
Andrew M Moor.
E E Doyle,
Fred B Harden,
D L Fields,
Dr H L D Woodruff,
HH&UR Power Oo,
Maynard H Murcb,

the said donor, and to pay the accruing premiums upon them and otherwise keep them
in force, should the said donor fail to do so.
Section I. The net Income derived by the
city from said policies during the life of the
said Jslliaon shall be expended exclusively
for the purchase of books for the Ellsworth
city library. After hia death the proceeds of I
all said policies shall be collected by the

the

matter

Pleasing Entertainment.
80
Miss Agnes O. Hersey, of East Corinth,
15 34
reader, and Miss Bertha Giles, soprano,
3 00 i
pleased the audience at the entertainment
4500
in Hancock hall last evening, under
45 00 given
the auspices of the young men’s committee
10 70 i
of the Congregational church.
The at86 06
24 65 tendance was not as large as the entertain28 12 ment deserved. Following is the
program:
2 55 1 a
Glad to See You... Edward Vance Cooke
116
6 The Madonna of the Tubs,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
11 00
Miss Hersey
8 00
2
‘Le Tarlate d'Amor” from “Faust”,
6« 83
Gounod
Miss Giles
2 00;
3 a The Way of the World, )
2 00;
6 The Tin Gee Gee.
2 00
c Three Little Chestnuts,)
Piano accompaniment
2 00
Miss Hersey
2 00 t
The Little God and Dicky,
2 00
Josephine Daskam Bacon
Miss Hersey
2 00
5 a "The Dearest Place”.Wells
2 CO
b “I Love You Truly”.Bond
2 00
c
“My Love is like a Red, Red Rose,”
Gnnster
2 00
M'ss Giles
2 00
6
“You 8abe Me”.Will Irwin
3 00
Mias Hersey
Bringing up the Children (costume),
200 7
Josiah Allen’s wife
2 00
Miss Hersey
2 00

Aipnonso h .Nason,
Judson Sargent,
Delbert M Higgins,
William K McUown,
William Goggins,
John A Lord,
John A Moore,
William True,
Arthur W Austin,
Wiu Harrington,
A W Bussell,
Schuyler F Higgins,

And whereas it Is further the wish of the
uid Jelbson that the net income from said
policies of insurance received by said city
daring his life shall be dwoted exclusively to
the same purpose.
Now, therefore, and In consideration of the
foregoing it Is voted and resolved by the
mayor and aldermen of said city in behalf of
the same as follows, to wit.
.*ectlon 1. The city of Ellsworth gratefully
accepts said donation, and engages to retain
and hold all said policies during the life of

a

Eppes,

Ralph A Fernald,
Martiu A Garland.
John W McCarthy,
Harold V Moore,
Almon G Jeliison,
William E Clough,
Wm A Austin,
Percy E Flood,

petuity.

as

A

when

The

built.

was

\

John F Royal,
Frank H Young.
Harry W Haynes,
Albert H Norris,
Frank T Doyle,

upon which policy are paid up to July 11. 1*13.
and the future premiums upon which the said
Jrllisoo rv pecU to pay aa they become due.
And whereas it is the wish of the aaid Jelli•on the aul three
policies of Insurance and
the proceed* thereof after hia death shall
constitute a fond to be known ss “The Jelli*03 Memorial Fund'*, and to he invested after
his death and allowed to accumulate until the
principal shall amount to the fall sum of flfteen thousand dollars and then shall be maintained at that sum, the net income when and
so long as the principal shall amount to said
taa to be devoted exclusively to the purchase
of books fortes Ellsworth city library in per-

city and invested and preserved

Grindal

E E Doyle,
Dr A C Hagerthy,
G W Dennett,
Andrew M Moor,
H C Austin A Co,
Martin E Jeliison,
Thomas E Hale,
Franks Call,
Walter J. Clark. Jr,
John H Leland.
Harold L Hooper,
L W Jordan,

follow**:

Whrrta* Zacbariah JeUiaon, now of Brooka native of Ellsworth, ban
lyn. N» w Y «rk, hot
bitber'OKeneroualy donated to the city of Ellaworth two policies of insurance of #4,000 each
Ufa* •* *et forth in a resolve of the
upon
of the city, duly paaaed
mayor and aldermen
and recorded upon page 117 of the
i*>7
Frb. 4,
rrcords of the mayor and aldermen
And whereas the aaid city accepted aaid
donatico* upon the term# aud with the
guaranties aet forth in the above-named reaolte. to which reference la to be had for a
foil statement of said donations aud acceptance and the terms thereof.
And whereas the said Zacbariah JeUiaon
now again proposes to donate to the city for
the same purpose and upon the same conditions another insurance policy upon hta life
for Dvr thousand dollars, being policy No.
£.491 in tbr Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
company of Newark, N. J., the premiums

bridge
brought

of straightening

125

John H Brown,
K Whitiug,

the

(or the purpose
fhe line of Main street

5

S

C W

bridge,

5 00

Scboolbouse, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
Frank R Moore,
Fire dept,
Leo J Wardwell,

passed
gill*

which

5 00

40 00

22 25
82 10
5 00
20 00
8 0o
6 00
5 00
35 00
30 00
12 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
4 50

’13

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Mrs.

AND FIXTURES.

Inez

oi Wirti, i«d Sup,l k, Ckortallj Hire.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellswonb.
E>tey Building, statu St..

eulaatc

Trueworthy

Mrs. Helen C. Gaspar, of North Beverly,
Mass., who has been visiting her sister,
Mrs. Mary Bonsey, returned home last
make necessary repairs.
to aell needs in each county. A good payLarge new line just received at
Aid. Eldridge asked for the reading of Monday.
WANTED
ing position lor a mao acquainted with
the record of October 10, 1898, by which
A record is better than a prospectus farming.
Experience not neceaaary but
the city accepted a gift from the Odd
W. J. PHELPS,
Fellows of a triangular strip of land on Newspaper circulation is what counts foe honeety and industry are. Steady work. Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
(Jobs A Co., Franklin, Maas.
the eouth side of Main street, weat of the mdoortisors.
Reference: Beacon Trust Co.
All kinds of Repairing promptly done.

MAN WANTED Hay and Straw

UR

COATS

DAVID FRIEND’S

COUNTY

NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

George Bradbury is home from Bar Harbor, where be has been employed since
last spring.

WEST SULLIVAN.

WINTER HARBOR.

Mr. Mann preached at tbe Union church

lira. Peter Milne U ill.

Tb* resiplayed by Mias Vest* Stnbb*
was charmingly decorated tor the
oeoaaiou with yeilow sad white cbryaaa.neBiaaM and cat flower*. Only retaliate

closed
Wednesday, for the
Sunday,
evenings
Thanksgiving vacation.
daring the week.
Ellis Baker, a former resident here, now
Saturday.
Paving-breakers hare been quite genEarl Gordon visited friends in Prospect erally employed during November op the of Newcomb, S. ¥., wws a week-end visitor in tow n.
Harbor last week.
Bangor job, under the direction of T. M.
Mra. Lottie Havey is visiting her sister, Blaisdeil.
Ralph Newman. *f Prospect Harbor,
Mra. B. K. Joy.
8. 8. Simmon will lumber at Good win a and Earl Gordon, of Sullivan, were recent
in town.
Mra. Edith Hysom is home from a siding this winter.
He will saw long govets
Mr*. Jeeaie Small left last week to Join
business trip to Boston.
lumber, spool bars and laths. George and
and

Ernest Willey and daughter Ina, of Baowere home Sunday.

gor.

Armand Joy has returned to Hancock
Point, where be is teaching.
Mis* Josie Bunker, of Northeast Harbor, visited her mother Saturday.

Miss Flossie Clark spent Thanksgiving
at home.

She

is

teaching

Lagrange.

at

It looks like a quiet winter in West Sullivan. Ail of the quarries are shat aown.
O. B. Pettengiil and wife, of Hancock,
guests of G. W. Pettengiil and wife

were

recently.
Mra. M. A. Bunker has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she has spent six week.*
it t friends.

•

Wallace Clark and Ernest Haskell, of
the U. of M., spent the Thanksgiving reat borne.

cess

Miss Roaa

Havey entertained

day evening

on

emmployed
for Thanksgiving.
him,
Hollis Austin and wife entertained his
ancle sad sunt, D. Y. McFarland and wife,

^rotberhome

Thanksgiving,

on

honored

but instead of the time-

turkey,

they partook

of

roast

family gathering was held at the
of K. F. Young Thanksgiving day.
rhe guests were Bev. W\ H. Rice, wife
md daughter, Mrs. Shirley Holt, and her
A

home

sister, Mrs. Alec Dalzeli.

Mr*. William Moore, of Prospect Harbor, with granddaughter, Lit ha Temple, is
visiting her daughter, Mra. H. H. Has-ey.

three

I

sons.

Y.
—

NORTH

|

fine deer

a

Fri-

|

Bangor

visitor in

a

recent

business

T. Havey and wile have moved

their former home.

56,

section

to,

of the M. C.

ARON.

LAMOINE.
Miss Lena

boro.

Savage,

Ada

Egypt,

of

guest of Miss Hazel Clarke

few

a

the

was

with

Mrs.

days Last

Workman,

Mrs. L. F. Springer

spend

will

week in

a

and
few

Mrs.

days

her

this

j
j

A

Blaisdell

and

family

don

glad

are

to hear she will

Maine

the

her home.

saperal
^

soon

j

Mr*.

will

supper

Mary Milliken

School

be

served at 6

Wooster and family, of North Sullivan, and Mrs. Rosilla Billings and
grandson spent Thanksgiving with Willis
Arno

Billings

and

family.

Dec. 2.

B.
BEECH

HILL.

society met at Stephen RichThursday eveaing. All present

The C. E.
ardson’s

enjoyed

a fine meeting.
Thurlow Hanna and wife, of New Harbor, have assumed position- as teachers in
an industrial
school in Shirley, Mass.
Mrs. Hanna is a daughter of A. 8. Blanchard and w ife, of this place.

Erneat Richardson and wife hav? moved
Bangor for an extended stay. They
will oe greatly missed here.
While they
are away, Stephen Richardson and wife
will reside on the home place.
Nov. 25.
Leaf.
to

_

John W. Carter has closed his school at
Gott’s Island, and is home for the Thanks-

giving
Mrs.

is

Lunt and children have

re-

North Jay, where she has
been visiting her parents.
Everett Blanchard returned Wednesday
from Frankfort, where he has had employment for some months.
Dec. 2.
Leaf.
turned

from

_

WEST FRANKLIN.

Eugene Butler has returned
ship 73 for the winter.

to

light-

Fella a Foal Plot.
When a shameful plot exists between liver
and bowels to cease distress by refusing to
sot, take Or. King's New Life Pills, sad end
such abuse of your system. They gently compel right action of stomach, liver and
bowels, and restore your Health and all good
feelings. 25c at all druggists.

p.

m.

by
At

delicious eo* fiver and
srithout oil, is the ide«i
strcngthener aad bodybuilder for old
folks, for It contains the von' el*,
menu needed to rebuild
waetlng ti*
sue*
and
replace
weakness with
strength. Vinol also fortifies the system against colds and thus
prevents

pneumonia.
A gTandneiee of Alexander Ha»Bton, over eighty years of age. once
remarked: "Vinol is a godsend to old
people. Thanks to Vinol, l have s
hearty appetite, sleep soundly,
active and well. It is the finest toale
and strength-erestor
(
have ever
used."
If Vinol falls to build up the
feeble
old
people.
and
enwt*
strength, we will retur*. your money.
P. 8. Onr Saxo Sahestops
Itching
and begins healing at once.
<Jeo. A.
1

I’arclier, Druggist,
Haworth, Me.

F(ST)ec<)y

Meteaif’s

in.

s
fcb!
*c. [ ((vj
lUnMr
y
tr,,,
per' B’i.er.aw! n,*vi
•rsuo( **.•' vnt
nrO.
■

M. Ilanson, of Calais; U. 41 Will A. Gil•u C. MCTCAU A CSSs, aistasd. N.
a,
ol Portland; 4j. K. 8. 8. Edgar J„
Brown, of \\uerville; G. M. at A. Chester k Swallow, of Foxcroil; 8. C. Thom**
J.tkrlmg. Macon, Ga.; 8. V. C. Brig. 8.
Soliep.
Young. Ada, O.; S. K. K. S. Fred K.
I»VIMU contracted w*th h* ;'Uf of g|j*.
Wheaton, Minneapolis.
A I worth to »u pi port *wt c*t* f«»r iboa*
man,

iHUJlff

were

raav

few years

a

re-

»n4
C|p.
aad

our

crack

8 p.

tb,

tonic

public meeting and reseption to the
grand and supreme officer* will be given.
There will be addreane* by P_ 8. C. George

Congregational

the

Vinol.

iron

a

who

clerking

is

for

n**<t AMUtiurt
ami ar* *•*»}

rt»r»BsC

the

of

flv»

n*n

R1J»»<-th. I

Tested the Whole World Over

W. F. Tapley

in bis grocery store.

and through three genera tiara Beecham's Pills are universally livokud upon as the best preventive and corrective
of disorders of the organs of digestion and elimination ever
known. They give speedy relief from the headaches, sour
stomach, indigestion due -to biliousness o» constipation

The schooners Lixxie J. Clark and Elian
Maria

in winter

quarters.
Mrs. Hattie Cousins, of East BluehiU,
is visiting her sister. Mrs. V. L. Wescott.
are

Leslie L. Black is home from Maine
Central institute, for the Thanksgiving
recess.

Haskeii,

Sherman

who baa

been

Nov. 26.

em-

j

C.

Miae

Leon

Wilson

went

to

PARTRIDGE COVE,

Henry Young, of Surry, visited
Young’s last week.

Alberts.

Mullan

Murrsy

guests ol Miss Helen

East

Franklin Saturday.

j

arrived

route for

Cept.
ton
!

iK

and wife and Misa

and wife.

Evelyn

from Bos-

by

B.

Richardson.

Mrs.

Herbert Sawyer, of Seal Cove, and
Luelia Brown, of Rockland, called on relatives here recently.
John Abram and wife and Mrs. M. F.

Harding

entertained a party of seven from
Ellsworth on
Thanksgiving day. The
party consisted of Irving Jordan, wife and
daughter Madeline; Arthur Abram, wife
snd children, James and Janice.

Dec. 2.

her
for

j

P. N. Tnbou

week

on

was in

Bar Harbor last

business.

George Hopkins, of Trenton,
foxes here

shot two

last week.

Frank Crowley will go to Boston this
week to have his throat treated.
Dec. 2.

P.
..

I

1

now.

Bncksport

thia week to

supply

the

pnlnit

the rest of the yeer.

there for

Nov. 25.

H.

Abel.

Jennie

BUiedelt

Thanksgiving guest

entertained
a

VERONA.

thirty

Other
years.
Hal. and wife, and

quiet wedding

...

tbe bam

was

saved.

wife and

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Vitnns Crabtree.

Mies Mertis Gott is home for ten
days
from tbe Maiue general hospital.

M.

took

■■

There was a small insurance. The
property waa known as tbe Webster place.
The iocs is about |2,000. The livestock in

for the holiday
gneete were her

Will,

—

saved.

sa

sister who has

A.

pUce Saturday

oil.

B. Doiliver has his new gasolene boat
A1 Grose bought his old one.

Calvin Stinson and Mias Laura Smith
married at

Baptist parsonage
19, by the Rev. MrWhitmore. After the ceremony a
recepmony a reception took place at the home
tion was held in L O. R. M. hail. About
of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. How- i
were present.
seventy-five
The
young
ard Marshall.
Mr. Truaaeli la in the emcouple will live with and care for the
ploy of Eben K. Whittaker, as a general bride’s
Q. W. Smith and wifa.
parents,
superintendent of oonatruction, and is
Nov. 26.
g.
prominent in masonic circles.

Drive* Off A Terror.
BUnche, daughter of Hon. L. B. Deaey
The chief executioner of death in the winter and spring month* is pneumonia. It* ad- and wife, and Asa Hodgkins, son of Hoyt
vance agents are colds and
grip. In any C. Hodgkins, wars married at noon Batorsttack by one of theee maladies no time
should be lost in taking the best medicine day at the home of the bride. The cereobtainable to drive it off. Conntle** thouswas performed by Bev. B. P. Judd,
ands have found this to be Dr. King’s New i mony
The
Discovery. “My husband believe* it has kept pastor of tbe Methodist church.
him from having pneumonia three or fonr bride wore
white meeaaline and was attime,” writes Mrs. George W. Palce, Rawsoo- j
tended
her
Mias
Louise
rill*. Vt.. “and for coughs, colds and croup
by
suter,
Deaay.
we have never found its equal.”
Guaranteed The
groom was attended by his brother,
lor all bronchial affections. Price SOc and $1.00
tt all druggists.
Ray Hodgkins. The wedding march wae
1

plug

people ere very sorry to pert with
Rev. A. B. McAllister, who ie to go to

evening at tbe Methodist parsonage, when
Edgar J. Trussel! and Misa Ethel V’. Marshell, both of Bar Harbor, were married
by Rev. B. P. Judd. Following tbe cere-

HANCOCK POINT.
A.

a

all.

P. Merchant and

three sons, and Mrs.
Dec. 2.

A

Try

The

BAR HARBOR.

H.

qualities are pressed into the plug and held the re
by the real tobacco-leaf wrapper. That's better
than tin cans, tin foil or any otber artificial

home

not been with her before
eon

Plug.
fragrant—it’s sweet—it’s satisfying.
Sow to dry out—keeps its natural
It's

cover.

Prospect Hareister, Mrs. Lydia Welsh.

Last Wednesday morning, the barn and
dwelling bouse of A1 Sewyer, situated at
the head of the island, were burned. Mr
Venn us Haynes is in poor health. He
e friend who returned
is with his daughter, Mrs. Ellen Higgins.
jiome Saturday. Sawyer went to tbe barn to feed hie stock,
|1 byThe socUble at
Hooper. Havey A Co.’s { and after be had pitched the hay down, in
Miss L. H. Pray has gone to Seal Cove
down the Udder from the hay loft I
for a few weeks’ visit with her sister, Mre. j hall Tuesday night consisted of a small ; going
Game were indulged in and he dropped bis Untern, and tbe oil at onoe
program.
C. D. Sawyer.
home- made candy was sold. The proceeds I waa in flames and all inside the bajn was
Mrs. Pomeroy, of Bsyside, ia spending
soon burning.
The fire communicated to
are to pay for tbe new hymn books for the
|
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. M.
tbe house.
Most of the furniture was
church.
came

|||||V

Mrs. Annie Stinson ie in

Ernest Uaakeil
for the Thanksgiving recess
from U. of M.j also Clyde Robertson, from
Higgins’ classical institute, accompanied

Harry

2._Sumac.

came

Saturday.

The ladies’ aid society gave a sapper in
the ball Wednesday evening, which wee
well attended. A good time was enjoyed

John Robertson ani wife entertained at
Tbakagiving Robert Abel and wife,
George Abel and wife. Bernard Webb

V. R. Smith, wife and two children,
France* and Reginald, of Northeast Harbor, spent Thanksgiving with W. K.

Carmen and wile

you use i!

tobacco flavor and moisture, because those

Stinson will teach in Unity thia

bor with her

mother,

Reputation

Smoke Sickle
—

Hcbbaao.

winter.

Everett Jellison, wife end young son,
George Edward, also Sidney Hevey end
wife, are gueeta ot thair mother, Mrs.
Elmira Jellison, at Eaatbrook.

Mr*. Ferren, of Goulds boro, is with her
granddaughter, Mrs. Arthur Graves, for a

as

SOUTH DEER BLE.

Eaatbrook to
his

and

of

Dec. 2.

Elmira Jellison.

Mrs.

DamnUaliiaon and wife, of Hancock,
viaiting Sherman McFarland and wife.

Dec-

en

sure-

^^^^SUcelt^

family and Miss
Ellsworth, were guests
of Henry Bartlett Thanksgiving.
Mr*. Joseph Leighton,
Miss Maxwell
and William Emery, Jr., of Bar Harbor,
spent Thanksgiving at William Emery’s.
Bartlett

Jenny Camick,

Caasie

spend Thanksgiving with

are

Springer

Nov. 24,

Have Unequaled

Edgar Springer.

Reuel

cUims the honor of

too well known

but

Smith went to Bangor Friday,
where be has emiployment.
Mrs. Helen Preble, of Hancock, spent
tbe past week at W ilson Eaton’s.

Mrs.

Speay.

bringing him down.
Everard Jellison, of Los Angeles, Ual.,

no experiment.
and their mild and

Mrs. Norton Tinker, of Sound, spent a
days last week, with her daughter.

very ill.

Fbey are
gentle,

for that;
action oe the
bowels, liver, kidneys and stomach, toe well approved.
If you are out of sorts take at once this famous
remedy and you anil endorse the good opinion of thousands—you will know why Beecham's Pills so deservedly
are

few

A party ot young townsmen shot s Urge
Fred Milliken and wife recently visited'
buck deer Friday.
friend* in Bar Harbor.
Reuben Merchant

E. Tracy and wife *pent Thanksgiving with relatives in Dedham.

Nel-

BEECHAM’S PIUS

Leander

Miss Cassie On
Wentworth at

end

were

at

son

NORTH SULLIVAN.

quite ill.

to-day,

began

vacation.

Evelyn

at

candidates

People.

SOUTH BROOKSV1LLK.

Mrs. Hattie Wooster spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. A. M. Moon.

INDIAN POINT.

Mrs. Harry Latty is visiting ber parents,
E. D. Richardson and wife.

held

Dyer

Beecher

on

rank team* from 3 to 5.30

Bangor last week. Ser-

Mr. Dyer wag, until

Roy Hooper

_

|

heflM^East

were

church.

Miss Leltie Smith, a former teacher of
primary school here, spent the Thanksgiving holidays at the home of O. W.
Cousins. Miss Smith is teaching at Northeast Harbor.

Norwood has also been
Dec. 2.

anew.

Hara ^miscelFranklin, Saturday evening, in honor of Miss
Myrtle Scammon.

here from

Principal Stuart, of the high school, ac- ployed in s shipyard at City Island, N* Y.,
companied by bis wife, took a week’s is at home.
holiday in the game section. Supt. WilD. F. Gray and M. 8. Green are on a
liams acted as substitute during his abhunting trip to Camden in the auxiliary
sence.
sloop Lottie.

Hope

teacher.

for

Jobn

vice*

J. D. Phillips has been seriously ill
two weeks, of grip. Her sister, MisseMae and Sarah Driscoll, of Boston, came
to assist in the care of the invalid. Miss

The official board and trustees of the
Methodist church here have decided to re- ;
William Miles and wife, of Brockton,
pair the present
parsoxmge instead of Mssuare
visiting their son Frank.
Mrs.

brought

Mrs.

A.

laneous shower” at

out

gratulations.
The remains of

Mayo.

Miss Evs

recently
Bangor for a few days’ visit to her husband, whose vessel was unloading there.
On her return she visited her father and
sister st Bar Harbor.

WEST HANCOCK.

*

building

pared by

Mrs.

2._R.

be able

hospital

;

W. K. Salisbury end wife, Benjamin
Young and wife and E. M. King, wife and
son Harold spent Thanksgiving with relatives in Bangor.
Dec.
H.

The many friends of Mrs. W. E. Bragto leave

chicken

have

T. Havey’s house to the
home of his father, F. E. Blaisdell.
W.

|

o'clock.

Walter Lawrie and family and Mrs.
Nettie Dyer were guests of Andrew Lawrie, of East brook, Thanksgiving.
A.

Agnes Boynton was the guest of
sister, Mrs. W. F. Hutchings, over

The ladies’ aid society will hold a sale
E. hall, Wednesday evening, Dec. 11.

Eaatbrook, Thanksgiving.

from

will ha conferred

the

in C.

Mrs. H. P. iii.iaieli and daughter Hilda
dined with joU'i L. De Meyer and wife,

Boyd

j

sonage.

Bangor%

Miss Hazel Bragdon returned Tuesday
from Ellsworth, where she visited Carleton Donnell and wife.

moved

j

Thanksgiving.
Ulysses Harvey and Miss Mertie Martin, of Hancock, were married Friday
evening by Rev. W. H. Rice, at the par-

in

J. W.
of

teach

Miss

Bangor.
Blaisdell

will

school which opens to-

day.

Smith spent Thanksgiving

daughter,

her

Merrill, of Lee,

the winter term of

s

week.
Eben

are

for the

R. R.

Dec. 2.

Miss Julia Guptili, who visited relatives
here last week, has returned to Goulds-

Mrs.

Winter Harbor lodge of MaThe family hsve tbs »ymp*tby
of the community.
Sot. 30.
8.
member of

U. of M. boys, Raymond Somes,
John Ward and Elmer Marshall, are home

_

Miss

a

A cobweb social was given at the home
The many friends of Maynard Springer
snd wife will be glad to bear that they i of J. T. R. Freeman recently, m ilh Misses
are to move here from Brewer soon.
Mr. i Katharine Freeman and Anna Brown hosSpringer has been appointed foreman of tesses, assisted by s faithful committee.

last week.

J. W. Blaisdell made
trip to Kingman.

was

The

|

wife.

ton and
was s

j

1

To Feeble Old

A* tarn crows old the waste of
system becomes more rapid than
pair, the arcane act more slowly
lass effsctwaiiy than In youth* the
eolation u poor, the blood thin
digestion weak.

Maine will

give a reception to the
grand and supreme officers Monday afternoon *nd evening.
December 9, in city
hall at Bangor,
Three ranks of the order,

announcing the marriage
of Ina
Foster, youngest daughter of
George Eddy and wife, of this place, to
Earte Hutcherson Cotton, of Hartiand,
Thursday, Sox. 21, at the home of the
bride. Their many friends extend con-

Mrs. Maud Trask, who for the second
son Hervey, of Camden,
is teaching the ninth grade of gramAlley, of Bar Harbor, were recent year
mar school at Cortona, came home on Friguests of G. W. Googins.
for her vacation.
Mrs. Mary West and daughter, Mrs. ! day
The winter sale of the Methodist aid
Abbie Coombs, and
two children,
of
Egypt, ana Charles Stratton and family society is dated for Dec. 17 for which a
spent Thanksgiving day with Garl Strat- program of entertainment is being pre-

ham.
Arthur Banker

He

eastern

Christmas tree.

Mrs. Alien and

Gor-

from

of the town.

respectively.
The Knight* ol Pythias fraternity of,

Dancing school opened Saturday night,
thirty-three couples.
The helpers of St. J ode’s church held a
sale of ice-cream and cake at the tire
house Monday evening. Proceeds for the
with about

»nd Mr.

FRANKLIN.
home

j

—

Dibigo.

Miss Meta Springer is

j

dea*.

dwelt was twenty-three yean old and the
children, both boys, aged five and four,

SKAJL HARBOR,

Cards

i assist

Itehteg. Lieedlns, protrudlax or blind piles forWd *11
then on n>v *cThanksgiving recess.
prra&aa
ago, a resident ot this place. He leaves a yieM to Doan's OibOmwal Chronic eases soon roont. •* tfiere
la p?*mv o4 rotun mart *,000A Thanksgiving shooting match in the
modiiion* 10 car* tor them at tb* City
widow and two children
Dora and At- rails red. Anally cured. Druggists all sell is
Mrs. Charles Googins spent Thanksgivhooa*.
M. J. Dai'axfw.
a Wei
ing in Franklin with her parent*, W. K. Holmes field, in charge of Fred Ralph, re- wood, all of Bangor.
sulted in a liberal distribution of prizes.
Nov. 27.
Tracy and wife.
_P.

served.

Dec. 2.

Hannah Gilley, who has been
working at A. J. Wallace's, *t Bernard, >s
home.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Cline is si borne from Tretnont. where she has been teaching.
Miss EL Ur Dyer, of Bar Harbor, is a
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Freeman Sabine.

At

was

■

Merman H. Herrick, aged fifteen, of Balfast, poshed away with the butt of hie
rifle, a dog which was jumping up to him.
The dog* paw struck the trigger, discharging the rifle end killing Merrick.

Mr*.

son*.

HANCOCK.

Harvard Gate omb shot

Howard Gordon visited bis brother
Henry in Gardiner, and was accompanied
home by bis mother, Mrs. Sarah J. Gordon.
Her old friends are glad to welcome her.

oyster sapper

whom be mistook for

nicety.

on

development

Mis* Bernice

An

While banting laal Sunday Frank Dyer,
egad thirteen tear*, shot and kitted hie
father, lari Dyer, of kakevseer, sgsd fifty,

Mtaa Rena Reed, who haa been teaching
et Center, ta home.

day.

college.

David A. Hooper lodge, F. and A.
the third degree was worked on one candidate Saturday evening by Winter Harbor
lodge. The work was done in a first-class

triad last week

guilty.

WEST THE MONT.

community was shocked Wednesday morning on hearing of the death of
Thrma* R. Hammond by his own hand.
Mr. Hammond had
been ill for * few
week*.
Early Wednesday morning be
ended his life by shooting himself m fbe
head.
Death was instantaneous.
The
funeral was held Friday afternoon at the
bouse.
Mr. Hammond had held several
public offices, and was much interested in
the

Dec. 2.

Mrs. Mary A. Hooper and daughter
Doris are home from Bangor. Miss Doris
will return to-day to attend Shaw busi-

W.

a taw intimate friend* were preaaet.
After the ceremony a reception wea haM.

and

The

renison.

Thanksgiving ball.
Mrs. Gertrude Gray, of Stonington, returned home Monday, after spending a

and attended the

manner.

getting

now

with

Satur-

high school.
Miss Minnie BnfTker and sister Josie
visited Mra. Etta Googins in Eastbrook,

week with her

for 1
the mooter ol Mias Mattie Haskett, ol
Htadriilr, seven > ears ago, srsa land not

Raymond,

w. A. Clarke, Jr-, and wife have gone to
housekeeping in the heuae formerly
Oakley Ct Curtis, democrat, wan elected
Oscar M. Hammond arrived Friday from owned by George Walla.
mayor of Portland Monday (or the third;
is evident that there will be something his home in Pennsylvania to attend the
Gapt. Roland H. Cent, of Snothweat suceesms* turn
by a plurality of 1,473 over
doing at Goodwin’s siding this winter, if funeral of his fathet.
Harbor, baa Joined the scallop Beet here Frederick K. Booth
by, republican. Mr.
the weather man does his duty.
The sewer from the old school house to with his motor boat.
Cartin' plurality two years ago was BTfi.
Gee. 2.
Ch e ek,
the main tewer is being pat in by E. C.
Mrs. Colson Robbins, oi Opeerhee, died j
Three member* ol t be Jaconeon family at
*
;
Hammond. contractor.
Har
Friday, after suffering for seaoe.
NOKTH LAMOINK.
New Sweden were indicted by the grand
her
friends
to
her*.
death
shock
waa
a
Mia* Cook, of the intermediate grade,
Hoy Linecott, who is employed at Bar
jury last week for the murder at New j
was called to her
home in Brewer last
Schools dose Friday, after a successful Sweden on Junr 11, 1911, of C.
Harbor, is spending the holiday week at
August
week by the serious illness of her sister.
term of fen weeks taught by Mias Egg lea- j Jacobson. They ere his wife, Mrs.
home.
Mary
Albert Rend, the oldest resident in ton, grammar, and Mias Cline, primary. Jacobson. h‘» son, Edgar J. Jacobson, and
Lester Young is home from Coburn
Both teachers are expected back for the his son-in-taw, (lev. Charles Emalto*.
bse closed his boose and is spendtown,
classical institute for tbe Thanksgiving
ing the winter with his daughter, Mrs. winter term. The last day of school was i
recess.
Mr*. Austin dwell, of Cashing, killed
celebrated by the grammar school boys
Ell* Coomb*.
her twoemall children and herself MonC. M. Kittridge was called to Bath tbe
a hall game.
The '“riant*" caphaving
Jams* Mark ay returned Thursday from
day. by Jamping with them into an abac j
Last of tbe week by the illness and death
tain waa Max Mahoney, and the “Red
dotted limestone quarry, 499 feet deep and
Bangor, where he had been with hi* son
of his sister.
j
Sox” captain waa Harvey Clarke.
The
John, where be was taken to the hospital
nearly Sited with water. Family trouhie*
Alton Tripp, of WaterviBe, accompanied
“Bed Sox” won.
for an operation lor appendicitis.
are believed to hate ceased the act.
Mr*,
He is
his
Newell, who is
Nov. 25.
TitxuiA.

graduating

members of her

Aburt usntunta.

..

Mrs Kites

her husband. Or. A. E. Small, who is
practicing in Bangor.

Walter Butier will do the sawing and put
lumber aboard tbe oars.
Arthur
Bunker will be foreman in tbe woods, (t
the

class of the

ness

School*

hold services

P. Havey returned from Cariboo

Hon. A.

w

will

KITTKRV TO CAKIHOI

dence

were

Tuesday evening,

the

Nov.

SbbmistmntU

J

Hus Hob-Mark is your Value-Mark on Robbers
Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter. They cost no
more than any first-class rubber.
If your dealer can’t
supply you write us.
Boston Robber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.

-e

NjBMTK

COUNTY

iflflST GOn3W»e*W>
Mary Keith waited Weal tiwrwthy

Miw

Sejae Met-troalt.

Hall Is.viaitjmplwMiiece,

yiissF.tasabelh

y„. Frank* oyae.
who bee been hum- for
Mia) tied aim.

tiaturday.

ke'r veceltou, returned

and Miss Blanche
Mr«. Kuna* Kingsley
ring a) €. G. Wood's
|(Wnt Thadheci
of PsoapecfHarGeorge Allen and wife,
at Jr ales Hill's Thurtdey.
^ weir
who hss been visiting
Mrs. K. 8-eBhaw,

Mrs. Waiter Weeks. at'tasper daughter,
tiae, is home.
Miss Frauoe, Wood has returned after
with her parents
spending Than rsgiving
,t Bar Harbor.

u. p. Uiw*F, Wile and *oo Chau*’ey
Thanksgiving it tPaartalaland with

spent

Mrs. howdlt’*#ar»"t*tllen Kisgide; and wife, when have been
vent to BnUivan bund ly
peee s few days
FJU orth to visit friends.
gn route for
msteb

The shooting

Thsnksgivtgfg

and

aeppor

wall attended

was

on

Capl.
Owing

Millikans side srrfe the winners
the unpleasant night, there weto notes
many al ttwAnllii eipnclnd
L.
Jkc. 2.

to

_

#'KRT.
(Jspt. McKer Ul.
Frank Jordan iadrlviagtho stage lor
lodefnite tima

ar

Waiter Eagan .and hie mother, have
suoswi to Brewer.
Pas’ I’ortta dr amflned t» thelhouee
with iceumatlsaj.
Bay Gray is neoepr g iatn ywrt.at the
fie wait Osgood httnee
Martha Beedo us with bar skater. hlr».

GraoeJimilb, at EsyahV.
Mrs. J. U. McOtaw, of Bhsegieant,.is visiting her son, 8. A- Mat)raw.
Roy (super is hasne from Heal Jiaahor.
veers he has beemamptoyed.
Mrs. James Wttfser, who is At, .is in
Bangor with her daugbi r, Uilsaw Cisihnao.

Klorsnca Citrtle and Herbert Tsewotiy,
ot Bangor
spent
Thanksgiving with
their parents, A. C.Curtis and wife.
Aw OK
Dec.2

FVANKUtN HP At).
Hi Kay visited fcMf-isi*

Lee

Caia*« l^c

in

week.

Mis* HazelJLnUer
er

from Brew-

wax

Thanksgiving.
commenced te-day.

School

Mr*.

Echo

IVwslo* Pee ber.

gene

Dyer, wrifa

daughter, of Bar
Harbor, were gUMta of 3&r*. 31*11* 8abong.
Thanksgiving.
Mr.

and

Harvey Uatcoaib

and J*r«eo*ai Walker
thnlacky heaters. List week.
Each sboiiA deer.
were

among

MiMTilli- MarLn, of B*r

llaroor,

closed her hotel foe the wiuk.‘r
with her bai.tbcr t4 tries.

C. K.

haw

is here

an*

wife, cd Drawer, were
*f lira 8crtb«*«r'a parents,
Henry Haile*, and wl e, Tha&fLagtvj4?»
Dec. 2.
M.

lh*

rtuner anC

s

ts

jfi.

OUU ND.
Mm. .SemueifOray ia critically ill.
Mm. Lather I'roebjr < * tU of ja»ouioot ia.
rhe Tnan>v-*.**i-ig bg 1 at the town toll
a a* a success. iMusicwaa
by Wp.tnej ’*
orchestra.
3 be dancing sdnool. wider tbs direction
D. P. O'llegj, wit* Mr. tenth, of

of

Kytgor, teacher,
t
1’

v

*.U1 sUtf* Fridayewnning,
C.
There gg.il he. a hocml1 dance
nfxr i4 and# grand raajsqusirade on
Vear’s evt,

ion» gre
tended J*ercy
cud wile, g! JKichmoud, <ojd the
arrival of a daujtat*,-, Ba/vara, Not. 18.
Mrs, I nner was formerly £*rgie Tzirjf r,
daughter of Chpt. AL Turner and sstf®»
former -resident# of OrLiod.
Dec. t.
1),
'rat a la*

F* r m*

.*

GOULDSHklBO.
Mrs. (Jatrude Whitaker Ui/11

of

diph-

theria.

L- H. Campbell has nwveel 1 is
family
from Corea -nto Jason Trovy s house.
Charles Vary awl wife willJeave this
week lor

Petley.

Baji'.lett,

N. H., to sisit, their fson

The winter term at school aowneneed

to-day,

Jhiss Guptill, of 4/ouldsboro,
Nssdfi, of Lagrange, tea oners.
Mrs. Bartlett wrill leave this meek for

and

Dangor.
M-

with

Miss

Hhe

will be

W.UuptiUaad

wife

away ali
will take

winter.
dharge

of the

hotel in her absence.
Dec. 2.

Mrs. Charles Perrin has gone to Bostoa
visit her children.

Mrs. Wstson/friend has gone to Rockland to visit pgr mother.
Miss Flora Day has retained from Damsriscoua where she has Deep employed.
Nov. 23.
C.
NORTH BCCKSPORT.
Mrs. Fraaeia C. Hunt died Monday,
aged twenty-four years.
She leaves a
lather and mother
David Cl. Harvey
and wife; mix
D. W. and
brothers
C, c.
Harvey, of Brockton, Mass.; Isaac
G of
Brunswick; Ernest L-, Robert and
Dny, Of Bnekaporti four sisters
Misses
Clsra E. and Laura Si., of Brockton, Mass.;
Mias Lottie E. Harvey, of Portland, and
Miss Clara J. Harvey, of Bucksport.
—

—

—

BLUEHILL.
•la*. A. Garfield post and the W. S. C.
will elect officers for the ensuing year on
Saturday, Dec. 7. The corps meets at 2.30
and the
poet at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
A full attendance is deaired.

Minutes,

au

use

IN

druggists

PNEUMATTWENTY
26c.

M

It* Formld.bl.
Lined Arm*.
Both Che octopus and the
cuttlefish
b»r* aims that are clothed
with a
formidable array «of suckers, which are
wonderfcil pieces of inechankun.
When
the * ocher come*. Into contact
with an
object the central piston, boring prei T,0“lJ been raised so as to complete
Jy All the cavity of the sucker, is ot
once withdrawn and a
perfect vac
! oum Produced, explaining the great tenacity with which the suckers cling.
They number upward of 100 pairs to
•Rch ntns.of the
octopus, and once they
[!
obtain a grip on the victim, unless the
arm la actually torn
away from the
body of the octopus. It is practically
Impossible for Its prey to disentangle
Itself.
Jn addition to these suckers the octo-

flatter.

In Effect

Creamery per ft...40045
Dairy...
*0085

Sept. 30, 1912.

Freeh laid, per doz. ...48
Foultrj.
Fowl.
16*18
Chickens.. a 20

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AMlAMIPMlPM
BAR HARBOR ....lv .*10 80 t 4 lfij 9 00
4 46.
Sorrento.
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry.fll 20|t 6 Wit 9 60
1127; 5 22 9 68
Waukeag, Sullivn Py
Hancock. 11 80 5 26 10 03
Franklin Road.til 40j* 6 33 10 14
Wash’gt’n June. t« 00 |ll 60 f 6 41 j 10 46
6 47 10 52
11 06
II 57
ELLSWORTH.
5 62 110 57
Ellsworth Falls. §11 10 12 02
22 *12 16! 6 07 til 10
Nicolin.
« 17 *11 19
30
12 24
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake. §11 87 *12 3l|l 6 26 *11 26
Egery^a Mill.ft 6 28
Holden. ✓.
§1143 19 891 6 33 *11 84
6 58' 11 63
12 00 12 69
Brewer June.
1 0B| 7 00) ll 69
ar.
12 06
BANGOR..

*u>.
Best loose, per ton.
.14*14
Baled.18*20

Many growing girls in school

^tn»R

.Loose.10*12
Baled.

business are frail—delicate—
anemic—lack energy and ambition and have thin blood. It is
all unnatural and unless checked
leads to serious and chronic ills.

or

15

Be

tatoes, pk,
Parsnips, lb,
Cabbage,
Celery,

Veg*
16
05
24
25

Carrots, lb,

02

Hquash.

024*03
Sweet potatoes, b
0<
04
Onions, ft

Krnlt.

Nourishment, not drugs, is the
law of reason to build strength
—but when appetite is poor and
digestion weak, ordinary foods
do not nourish—then SCOTT'S
EMULSION is necessary.

Oranges, doz
40*50 Lemons, doz
35*40
10 Cranberries, qt, 10*12
Tokay grapes, ft.
Banket, grapes, 17*22

LAW BBOA*1>IItO WSIGHTS

AND MBASUBBS.

A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a busbel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
weight of a bushel of potatoes
Th« Intruder Wanted Bread, but Ha inThe standard
good order and fit for shipping, is 60
.Cot "Thumbs Dawn."
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
Sometime* the .bullfight in Spain Is good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
aaed to compel Abe attention of the of wheat, beets, rnta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
authorities to grievances that would
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
otherwise, go unnoticed, as Is seen In Indian meal,50 pounds;of parsnips,45pounds;
of barlev and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
the following incident described by
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
A.
Franck In “Four Mouths
Harry
Afoot Id SpalDf
aWitnisniuniB.
The new -omer anil long remember

If. as In my
own case. Abe first bandertllero slips
at tbi moment of thrusting his barbed
darts and la booted like a aoacor foot
ball half around the ring by the snort
Ing ealmat Still Ians shall 1 forget
the chill that shot through me when,
with tie fifth bull at the height of his
fury, a gnunt.r.nd awtward boy of flf.
teen sprang suddenly ever the harriers
and shook his ragged blouse a,dozen
times to the sr lmal’s face.
As-many
times be escaped a goring by tbe closest margin.
“The toreros did not for a moment
Jos? their heads.
Calmly and dexterously they maneuvered until one of
theui drew the hull off. when another
caught the Intruder by the arm and
snatched him across the ring to the
ebsrdo of ti e mayoFs box. There tho
youth. who had taken thin means of
galnlug as audience, fif ed up ,a
Mournful voice asd asked for food,
asserting that he was starving —a
statement that seemed by no means
Improbable. -The response wr s thumbs
Bat he gained his point. In a
down.
way. for he was given a fortnight In
hull— certainly

SCOTT'S EMULSION overjust such conditions; its
tissue material enters
the blood without diand make*
gestive effort
it rich.
It tone* the
whole system and start*
the healthy action of
cells throughout the

$11
$11

PM

|

body.

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv
,

ins

t

atfi
B^^BP^deach
r'B^better
loaf than
have evermade
before—yours if

V
*

^^you
k

you will

^■Sg

only

specify Wil-

■il

I

^B|||

when you
Just

as

good for

cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest J&M
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
3Do1

^^Hg
iaPkfiP^

i

|B

tious,

too, he-

William
Tell is milled byi
our special process
from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest

9^k

cause

andiinest

V|
31

gro\vn^^B||||||f

WHITCOMB, HAYNKS
C. TV. GRIND AT..

THE HEADS
DROP.

Right Away.

The Uncertain Apple Tree.
An apple twe la tbe result of A graft
from tbe tree that is known to ka a
producer of a certain kind and flavor
u tbe aeed were planted
of WP'eaand one relied an It to produce a select
grade.of fruit tbe result would be disappointing. for tbe reason that from
tbe seed tbe ovoet remarkable varieties
.will be .shown. Perhaps they will be
miners me little erabupple* or misshapen. hitter fruit or a useless conglomeraTbe need somehow or otherharks
tion
back to Its origin, notwithstanding
of
years of cultivation. Tbe varieties
apples knowQ today are a result of
careful selection a ltd constant grafting
of tbe better kind from year to year
until tho present development has been

RIDS YOU OF

G. A. I’areher is authorized to refund your money if you take 141O-NA •etoiaadi Tablets for indigestion, or any stomach distress or misery,
and are dissatielied with the results.
And that same guarantee also applies to any condition caused by out-oforder stomach such as Sallow Skin,
Headache, Nervousness, Diz-

CO.

You can locate and
stop lameness In no
time with Tuttle's
Elixir. You can keep
the horse rightathard
work.Tuttle’s Elixir
makes the cure surely
and quickly.
This is tbe remedy used
by reliable veterinarians
and large horse opera-

over.

tors every where.

A

A

J

M

jH
P|

rTuttle’s Elixir-,
baa cured hundreds of thousands of horses,
added to their selling value,and increased
their capacity for work. It is the best
horse insurance you can have. It makes
horse wortn more to you, and more
! you want to sell it. But the time to
cure any ill most quickly Is when it starts.
of
Use Tuttle's Elixir at the first
lameoolic, lung fever, or colds, spavin,
and
ness, curb, shoe boils, swellings,
you
wiilstop the troublealmostbeforoit begins.
Tuttle’s Elixir is also the best leg and
body wash ever invented. By adding
wa^
ter you can make a lotion just the right
strength for your own horse.
Ton can bay Tattle'* Elixir from yoor

Sour

sip

I

If not. sand «i hie boom and
dealer
60c. la stamps for a large botUe prepaid.
We will send you free a valuable book
rntt Veterinary Experience.’' which will
enable you to know horse* and diagnose every
trouble and ailment. It will save you money.
This book is sent free with every bottle of Liniment. or separately lf_yon .enclose *5. stamp.
Co., IT Beverly St., Boston, Hose.
Tattle's

CDCC

are earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellswortn.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Passengers

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•
NO WA8HKR."
W o VAY
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY AJCO.
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building. State Ht..

and Hair Loss
ThU Great Hair Tonic, Grower and
lieautllkr notv Sold all Over
America.

Corporation.
Fare Reduced.
Bar Harbor and Boston $3.50.

Bluehlll and Boston $3.50.

Sedgwick

and Boston $3.

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor Mondays and Thursdays at 10 00 a m (or Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, consteamer

BALK.

bs.

TAKEN

j

Eastern Steamship

for Boston.

Steamer Mlneola leaves Bluehlll Mondays
and Thursdays at 9 00 a m for South Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, 8argentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
Steel Steamship Belfast er
Camden
Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m. Wednesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Herrick, Agent, Bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

is what your money will
tuvestedia shares of the

Segal Notices-

subscribers,

j

and codicil of
SPENCER TRASK, late of SARATOGA

ment

SPRINGS,
in the county of Saratoga, 8tate of New York,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
Not being residents of
terms of said will.
Maine the subscribers have appointed A. H.
Lynam, of Eden, Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor. Maine, their agent for
purposes specified in revised statutes, chapAll persons having deter 66. section 43.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
nnd all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Gborge Foster Peabody.
Katrina Trask.
Geo. L. Nichols.
Oot. 11,1912.

|

3?oaS!***'

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Amos S. Hodgkins, of

moine, Hancock
WHEREAS
deed dated

nereoy

gives

notice

and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
Walter W. West.
for that purpose.
Ry R. E. Mason, his att’y.
Ellsworth, Me., November 20,19i2.

that

X he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HARVEY J. CUNNINGHAM, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
as
the
law directs.
All pergiven
sons
demands
the
eshaving
against
said deceased are
tate of
desired
to
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make pay-

.luiii/b

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan anil Building Ass’d

notice that
executrix

subscriber

HARRY C. YOUNG, late of 8URRY,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
in

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted theieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Sherman 8. Scammons.
West Franklin, Nov. 19,1912.

THE

LAND,
in

the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same foi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Lincoln N. Gilkey.
Islesboro, Nov. 19, 1912.

given

notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
tor of the estate of

MARTHA J. COOLIDGE, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lizzie F. Crabtree.
Hancock, Nov. 12,1912.

notice that
adminisestate of
EPHRAIM E. PENDLETON, late of OR-

of

mort-

subsciiber nereoy gives notice that
she haB been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament and codicil of
i GIDEON L. JOY, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice H. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth. Me., Nov. 12,1912.

subscriber

S.

gage
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 363,
page 261, conveyed to A. C. Hager thy, of Ellsworth, in said county, two certain lots or parcels of land situated in Lamoine in said
county with the buildings thereon, and fully
described in said mortgage, and whereas the
said Hagertby thereafterwards on the 20th
day of November, a. d. 1912, assigned to me,
the undersigned, the said mortgage, the debt
thereby secured and all his right by virtue of
said mortgage to the premises thereby conveyed; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been brokeu, now theretore, by
reason of the breach of condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice for that purpose.
Walter W. West,
By R. E. Mason, his att’y.
Ellsworth, November 20,1912.

immediately.

hereby gives
THEhe has been duly
appointed
trator with will annexed of the

lit,.

Amos

Harlan D. Cunningham.
November 6. 1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ISAAC W. BLAI8DELL, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imTracy N. Eldsidge.
mediately.
Orland, Nov. 19, 1912.

ur

Hodgkins
Lamoine,
Hancock county, Maine, by his
WHEREAS
deed dated May 14, 1901, and recorded in

Sresent
ment

La-

county, Maine, by hia
January 90. 1901. and recorded in HancocK registry of deeds in vol.
358, page 254, conveyed to A. C. Hagertby, of
Ellsworth, in said county, two certain£lots or
parcels of land situated in said Lamoine with
the buildings thereon and fully described i»
said mortgage, and whereas the said Hagertby thereafterwards. on the 20th day of November, a. d. 1912, assigned to me, the undersigned, th<L«aid mortgage, the debt thereby
secuied ana-alibis right by virtue of said
mortgage to the premises thereby conveyed;
mortgage

Srove

suDscnoer

L.

hereby
duly
appointed executors of the last will and testa-

NOTICE

riiuis

George

Nichols,
F. Peabody and Katrina Trask
THEGeorge
give notice that they have been

To the creditors of Austin W. Richardson, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 21st
day of November, a. d. 1912. the said
Austin w. Richardson was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, Ells*
worth, Maine, on the 18th day of December,
a. d. 1912, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
their clAirus, appoint a trustee, examine
le bankrupt and transact snch other business as may properly come before said meetwilliam E. Whitinu,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me.. November 29,1912.

subscriber

A NEW SERIES
The Giroux Manufacturing ComN. Y„ American is now open. Shares, 81 each. monthly pa%
“So you want to marry iny daughter?’ pany, of Buffalo,
have
PARISIAN Sage,
saved up?”; makers of
ments, 81 per share,
Yes, Bir.” “Got any money
authorized G. A. Parcher to refund
me have f5,000
“Yes, sir.” Could you let
PARISif
to
the
purchaser
any
price
“1 could, but I
WHY PAY RENT
an my unsecured note?"
banish dandruff,
when you can borrow wn your
of j IAN Sage does not
wouldn’t.” “1 guess you ean take care
hair and scalp
and
spitting
shares, give a first mortgage and
falling
stop
and
boy,
my
She's
reduce
it every month? Monthl)
all
yours,
j
right.
her,
itch.
payments ana Interest together
more.
do
flve-cent
a
cigar.”
PARISIAN
will
But
here's
Sage
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
without It will promote a new growth of hair
Doan's Kegulets oure constipation
rent, and In about ten years you
not already dead,
weakening ettect. if the hair root is
will
rriping, nausea, nor any
of
color
box. and will preserve the natural
cents
26
per
tor
them.
ask your druggist
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
the hair.
—Advt.
It puts the radiance of sunshine inFor particulars Inquire of
to the hair and makes it beautiful and
O. W. Tai»lbt* Sec’y,
Invalids and children should be good to look upon. Women who use
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
to strengthen it once throw aside all others —50 cents
1
jiven Magee’s Emulsion
A. W. aiku, President.
Never lails. All druggiBts. at ail dealers.
:be

j

Hancock

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

Stops Dandruff

__

AHEKirr'H

STATE OF MAINE.
November 15,1912.
this 15th day of November, on execution dated October 21, 1912, issued on
a Judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
court, for the county of Hancock, at the term
thereof begun and held on the second Tuesday of October, to wit. on the 17th day of October, 1912. in favor of Edward E. Chase, of
Bluehill, Hancock county, Maine, administrator of the estate of M. K. Chase, late of
Bluehill. deceased, against Stephen R. Chatto,
of Brooksville, Hancock county, State of
Maine, for one hundred and thirty-nine dollars and fifty cents debt or damage, and fortyone dollars and fifty-iour cents costs of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at the office
of Edward E. Chase, in said Bluehill. to the
highest bidder, on the 20th day of December,
1912, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right,
title and interest which the said Stephen R.
Chatto has and had in and to the same on the
28th day of March, 1910, at two o’clock in the
afternoon, the time when the same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit, an
undivided half of a certain lot or parcel
land
situated
in
and
of
Brooksville,
bounded as follows: Beginning at the waters
of the South Bay. so called, by land owned by
Kenney S. Griudle; thence toutbweslerly by
said Grindle’s land to the highway that leads
to M. H. Grindle’s; thence northerly by said
highway until it strikes the highway leading
to Walker’s
Mill; thence southerly by said
highway to land of John E. Staples; thence
easterly by said Staples’ land to the shore;
thence northerly by said shore to the place of
beginning, meaning ail the real estate of the
late Mark H. Grindle, lying to the easterly
side of the road leading to Walker’s corner,
including the buildings thereon.
William G. Greene.
Deputy Sheriff.
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Notice of First Meeting.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
In
Austin W. Richardson,
iVo‘ y'6y4‘
)

Despondency,

etc.

Certificates Without Kxamleuitlon.
So why should you suffer longer
which from an unelean Stomach when you
Among Abe recommendations
Tablets,
sill can try Ml-O-NA Stomach
HUte Superintendent Payson Smith
the prescription of a specialist, on this
make for legislation before the coming
no-beuebt-uo-pay
plan.
liberal
enable
session is for a bill which will
A laryre box for 50 cents at G. Ateachers to secure State certificates upon
Parchers aud pharmacists America
their records in higher educational institutions and upcri their teaching records,
without written examination.
Under the present law it is possible for
certificate only
a teacher to secure a State
If the
bv passing a written examination.
in addiproposed meaeure should peas,
a
af
securing
method
tioai to the present
would be
cetdicate by examination, it
a
State
secure
to
teacher
possible for a
certificate upon presentation of satisfacextory evidence o( a successful teaching as
perience or of scholastic qualifications
eduthe
higher
shown in the reoords of
cancational institution attended by the

A

Stops Lameness

INDIGESTION
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK

Pimples,
ziness, Sleeplessness,

20.fll 00 fl2 86

Leaves

If You Don't Do Your
Christmas Shopping

_

56
9 00
P M

Turbine

and then

were two.

But You Will Get
Left

ville."

M

RETURNING

Soon There Won't
Be Any Left.

<

A

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
* Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.

ing to you I

i

1

f
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1

M
8
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necting with

Three little Santa Clauses beckon-

“Incidents of the sort had grown so
frequent of late in Seville as to make
necessary a now law. promulgated In
.large tetters on that day's program.
^Tinted words in ail probability meant
nothing to this neglected son. of Se-

10 00

A

...

...

All extra nutri-

K

WATCH

M

BANGOR.lv.
f 6 00 flO 80 t 8 10 f 6 15
6 07 10 36
8 16
6 21
Brewer June.
Holden. *6 29 10 66 * 8 36 6 40
Egery’s Mill.*10 69
* 6 36 *11 02 * 8 41 * 6 47
Phillips Lake.
3 48
6 44 11 10
5 57
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
*668 11 22*866*607
7 06 11 85 4 08 6 20
Ellsworth Falls.
7 13 11 42 4 14 6 25
ELLSWORTH.
7 26 11 60 4 20 * 6 81
Wash’gt’n June.
t 7 88 *12 00
6 40
Franklin Road.
Hancock. * 7 41 12 10...... 6 49
7 44 12 18
6 68
Waukeag, Ettllivn Fy
7 60 12 10
7 00
Mt Desert Ferry.
8 16...
Sullivan.
8 40
Sorrento.
9
15 110
7 46
BAR HARBOR.... ar

^
3

order flour.

uHH^^

age killed one

A

tDaily except Sunday.
°paily except Monday.

THREE WEEKS TO
CHRISTMAS

there

M

Sundays, until Nov. 24 inclusive, a train will
leave Bangor at 7 a m; Ellsworth 8.11 a m for
Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
m; Ellsworth 6 20 p m for Bangor.

3

Old

A

AM
AM

i—s*. ll.tnSnr. u. I.
im

a

M

P If
J A M
...k.v. i 8 00

Portland.hr.

/Milrsisss ess Win
t/ftmW. Sac n in rmmhm
jmm hmW asW SCOTT'S,

Tr***Ml*

P

6 60 *12 .60 ° 4 M
1
Portland.ar....
Bdston via Dover ar
7 56'.° 8 30
a oft
6 t5.
Beat on via Ptsmth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

come*

k

prison.

body.

TAKEN

Oonatr, Prodnee

A BULL BING BEGGAR.

am

STATIC OF MAINE.
County or Hancock sb. November 16, 1912.
(his 16th day of November, a. d1912, on execution anted Oct- 21, 1912, leaned on a judgment rendered by tbe supreme
judicial court for the countv of Hancock
aforesaid at & term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of October, 1912. to wit,
on the 17th day of October, 1912. in favor of
International Harvester Company of America,
a corporation
organised and exisiting under
the laws of Wisconsin and having general
offices at Chicago, Illinois, against C. A. Ferguson, of Deer Isle, in the County of Hancock
and State of Maine, for one hundred and
cents debt
forty-three dollars and thirty-five
or damage and fourteen
dollar* and fortythree cents costs of suit, and will be sold at
auction on the premises in said Deer
public
Isle to the highest bidder on the 23d day of
December, IV12, at two o’clock in the afternoon, tbe following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest, which the said
C. A. Ftrgason has and had in and to the
same on tbe 22d
day of February, 1912, at
o’clock and fifteen minutes in tbe fore| eleventhe
time when the same was attached
| noon,
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain tract or j« <!,: *'• situated in
acds as
; the town ot Deer iM t,* >
; follows, to wit:
b
■:*? tbe late
Beginning at a slake
Paul Spofford. s4 »*t
ty three
and one-quaiter ioua l.tiu n,« ruure, the
southwest corner of said litnd. ami from said
stake running south thirty-six and three
quarters degrees east to tbe shore to a stake.
and
thence by the shore easterly to the fence
I| between tbe pasture and
fieid on the lot
| which lot is the line formerly occupied by the
late William Morey, and by said pasture
fence as It now runs to the cranberry meadow
around said meadow westerly, northerly,
easterly, and northwesterly to a spruce tree
on line of land of the above named Spofford
and by said line southwesterly twenty-three
and one-quarter rods to the bounds begun at.
Said lot contains ten acres, more or less.
Also one undivided half of another lot of
land adjoining the above conveyed premises
upon the northeast, butts and bounds as follows, beginning at the shore by the beforenamed pasture fenee and by same to the cranberry meadow, and thence by the before conveyed land to the tree above named on the
line of the Spofford lot, and by same northeasterly to land of Ezekiel Marshall and by
said Marshall’s land southeasterly to the
shore, and by the shore westerly to the
bounds begun at, said lot contains thirty
acres, more or less. And also the one undivided half of tbe house standing in the field
reserved as occupied by Sylvanns G. Haskell in deed dated Feb. 12, 1879, and recorded in vol. 146, page 608, both of the above
described lots being the same premises conveyed by Sylvanns G. Haskell to Franklin B.
Ferguson in deed last above referred to, and
by said Franklin B. Ferguson to Charles A.
Ferguson by deed recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, vol. 484, page 448.
D. Wellington Toerey
Deputy Sheriff.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

retail

pus ha* a .powerful pair of jswe.
shapGroceries.
ed like the beak of a parrot, behind
06*08
Rice, per lb
Coffee—per ft
whlcb Is ti formidable armor plated
20 *28
Rio,
20*25
Vinegar, gal
05
38
Cracked wheat.
Mocha,
tongue used as a rasping organ. The
38 Oatmeal, per lb
04
Java,
20
octopus wh! sttack and kill crabs and Tea-per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
Japan.
45*65 Graham,
04^.05
lobsters of considerable size,
ripping
Oolong,
30*65 Rye meal,
04&06
03
open tile bady by means of Its power- Sugar—per ft—
Gran meal, ft
Granulated, 060064 Oil—per gal—
ful jawa aad devouring the contents.
1 16
06*0*4
Linseed,
Yellow, C
In aplte of. being a creature of such
12
10
Kerosene,
Powdered,
36*60
Molasses, gal,
aw* Inspiring looks the
octopus has
Meats and Provisions.
several enemies In various
species of
ft:
Pork, ft:
whales, shacks and -conger eels. In Beef,
20
26 *46
Sleek,
Chop,
fact the latter are particularly food
20 *30
Ham, per^ft
Roasts,
24*25
16
Shoulder,
Corned,
10*15
of devourlnfithe smaller octopuses.
Veal:
Bacon,
25*80
28
14
Cornier eel*, bunt for the octopoa and
Salt,
Steak,
16
Roasts,
16*18
Lard,
whea found proceed to browse on Its
Lamb:
limb*. The octopus tales to hog the
Lamb,
15*25
slippery, alias; conger tight, hut In
Fresh Fish.
.20 Cod,
06
▼tin, .and. Boding Its .limbs growing Mackerel**,
25
14*20 Clams, qt,
teas, discharges Its Ink tin th* face of Halibut,
80
16
Smelts, ft,
0>stefs,,qt,
th# foe and ogder cover of th# tarbld Haddock,
06 Scallops^qt,
50
water,beau ajhasty retreat It to to
and
Feed.
Hsu, Grata
50
escape th* to* pressing attention of Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bn
8 0007 50 Shorts—bag 1 6001 65
Its foaa that the octopus, possesses the
155 Mi* feed, bag 1 86@1 75
Corn, 106ft bag
1 55 Middlings,bg 1 65 *2 00
power <of changing its aolor to cocre- Corn meal,bag
156
Cracked corn,
-epond with that of Its surroundings.

his

Ktgiil Notuta.

ftailteab* ««* St<«mb*ate.

RKKT8.

Th« quotations below give the range of
prices in Ellsworth:

*»««tod by

attained-—Harpers

Station.

for Rheumatism
IOA.
RELIEVES

T>1*

KI.L8 WORTH

Jyjj.-.

MOUTH /ILLEUILL.
Pred Sylvester baa.gone to Portland.
Mrs. 1„ a. Sibley has gone to WmU-*

10

POWER OF THE OCTOPUS.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ANDREW J. HARRIMAN, late of BUCK8-

THE

j

PORT,

county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

in the
said

deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, aud all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Elizabeth L. Harriman.

Bucksport, Nov. 16, 1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
J08IAH G. BUNKER, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make pay ment immediately.
Auer.
Bunker.
Franklin, Nov. 19,1912.

THE

9

___

WHAT AILS
NANCY?

ROYAL

Bv M

|

QUAD

!

Copjm*ftt. (MX. by Associated Lit
erary

Nancy Lee

Press

maiden of
forty and dwelt In the village of Char
lone. She was thirty years old when
her parents died, and then she and
her brother Ben kept boose ti-getber
Mis*

BakinoPowder

was

a

“Pre-eminence In Benefits to
The Watchword.

A Realistic

Proposal
Bv EDNA a TOMER

j

It was to tbe sweet summer time,
when tbe msec!* were humming, tbe
buds were twittering, tbe tea re* were

j

The Mutual Life

j

Insurance

j

Company, of New York

moving drowsily,
per
If tbe
sat In a flower garden.
them
restful scene about
were not
for seven or eight years.
Then be
enough to stir tbeir young blood to
died, and Nancy was left slope In tbe love, tbe
of
flowers
tbe
was
perfume
world.
more than enough
Miss Lee could have rented or sold
"l went tbe other night." be said,
conher cottage and boarded, but tbe elect“to see this young fellow [trown a bow !
He read my lines,
ed to be Independent by continuing to off In palmistry.
so
It was s peaceful and it was really quite remarkable
occupy tbe place
"
village, with nothing to mar* her bow many truth* be told me
"What did be tell you 7"
afraid, aod for several years things
are
went on without a break.
"Well, be said that I hadn't yet me: j
Then, all
“
of a sudden, an aunt In a town thirty tbe girl wbo would make me happy"
mile# away waa brought to her dying
Bbe
He looked at ber searcblngly.
says
*
bed and sent for Nancy. Tbe spinster looked out at tbe flowers.
"Did be say you bad met tbe girl !
IS YOUR FAMILY
was absent two weeks.
She smoothed
wbo would make you miserable 7* abe
the pillow of tbe dying woman and
Create a
and
for a time
brought home a feather bed and half a asked.
barrel of pickles. No one noticed any"Well, no; be didn't say anything j in life when you may need it.
Protect your
from
thing strange about bar until abe bad about that"
chance of
If you would like to
a
witha success, a
"Then he didn't mention any partic- any
been home about a week.
She fed
fill out these blank spaces and mail
out
her bens and swept her boose as usual. ular girlT
over
Tbe first one to discover that Miss
"No; be didn't"
to Fred L.
agent, Ellsworth. Me.
“Oh. I didn't know but that be bad
Nancy Lea waa in trouble was Deacon
Baskina. Ba called at tbe bouse one somebody with a red bead and freckles
My full name is
evening to borrow a rat trap, and ba tn view."
“He explained that what ha meant
noticed that abe waa very nervous
Occupation
--—______
was that I bad met a girl who could
leaves 1*0 mm—Oaoff P. and Myrle R. 8be kept shrugging bar shoulders and
The foueral was held at the home Tuesday hitching about, and now and then her make me happy If abe wanted to. bat Address
afternoon. Interment was at Mount Rest. mouth would glva a twitch at tbe cor- that abe didn't want to"
miKHii.i
She was not to be drawn out to this Town
He solicitously Inquired If she
.Statecalled to ners
Mrs. Lester Wescott was
-James B. Bettei is in Boston.
Boston Wednesday by the death of her bad stepped on a carpet tack, and aha fashion. Toung men are prone to Sab
w
I
as
bom
on
the
of
a
don't
tt
for
day
sign. They
usually get
l
E. Paul Kerin, of New York, is in town brother, Harvey Douglas*, who was killed replied to the oegattvs and ba went
Tbe girt prefers to have him do It all
home to say to his wife:
Mach symin an automobile accident.
on business.
j
It's
not
ber
to
himself
is acting vary alone by
part
Willis H. Osgood, of tbe Overlook, is on pethy is felt for the bereaved family, who ! "Prudence. Nancy Lee
iradcrny. Aahbarnbam, Mass.. has teen
tell him anything to aid him to makqueer tonight"
were formerly of this town.
a business trip to Boston.
>lected manager of tbe athletic ooonctl of
la
to be
“flood lands!"
A.
ing
up bis mind whether be
2.
Dec.
Tbe academy and village schools will
be football team.
“Hitched around all tbe tlms ! wss accepted or thrown over ber shoulder.
HARBOR.
PROSPECT
open Dec. 9 for the winter term.
°,c-2SEDGWICK.
“Did be say she was red headed r
In tbe bouse."
Nihil*
___
tin. E. W. ClMm u quit* ill.
Miss Josie E Snow is tbe guest of Mias
“No Why do yon ask that!"
"Too don't say!"
Arthur Dority is on a bueinea* trip to
NOKTH
CABTINK
in
ol
W.
and
wile
were
E.
ClMTM
Harrington.
Augusta Leighton
fftieete
“Oh. everybody baa noticed your atBoston.
“Acted as If sbe wanted to baek up
John P. Leach baa returned to Csmdtn.
their children to Bar Harbor Thaoknffirtentions to Sue Baker."
Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife are at borne
Elijah Herrick, of Rockland, is a guest
Mre. Florence Goilford, who baa been
after spending a few weeks in Boston.
“Deacon Haskins! m ran right
“Everybody except myself. I have io<.
at Rivarvtew.
not noticed It."
over!
Mebhe she's been taken with a
Percy Moore and wife, of Bloehill, are i U, ie better.
Mrs. Edward P. Tucker is spending a
The masquerade ball Saturday night was
"Then if* time yon did."
•pell."
guests of tbeir parent*, Welch Moore and
A eon*was born to William Marti and
abort time with Mr. Tucker in Boatan.
well attended.
His feeling around for a sign waa wife.
“Oh. I guess tt don’t amount to anyDec. 1.
rife,
Mrs. Augusta Perkins and son Carol were j
of
the
ten-vear-old
daughter
Bernice,
thing. Been eating a green apple like not succeeding. There was a faint InOapt. A1 Welch has bought the P. C.
in town Sunday to attend the funeral ot J. P.
Mt*a{Grscc D.t Ward well, of thstme, ia
Allen, is seriously ill.
aa not
If she gets wuss shell boiler dication of jeatooay In this continued Bickford place of Bart Brown, of MU- , 1
Mrs. Thomas.
tiling relative* here.
William Means and wife have returned to us from the kitchen winder."
introduction of a girl to whom be had
bridge.
little Nora Mark#, of West Penobscot, ia
Mias Myrtle Pillsbury is spending ber from a visit to their daughter, Mrs. StanThe deacon’s wife didn’t go orer. hot shown some attention, bat this didn't
Capt. E. A. Over bas bought the Nelson •Kb bar aunt, Mrs. ttoaa Conner
vacation with her parents, Georg* M.
ley, of Sutton's island.
early next morning Mrs. Partridge sent mean love or that be would be an ac- Morse
and
a
to
property
expects
operate
Pilisbo. y and wife.
He was
Miss Annie b. Conner was a visitor at
her non Willie over to borrow three cepted suitor if be proposed
Clarence Hooper baa moved into the old
saw mill.
Millard Clements in West Penobscot but
Mrs. Donald
MacKay has closed her I Cooper bouse, formerly occupied by Frank eggs for breakfast He got them, and ready to offer both love and marriage,
W. F. Bruce and wife opened their hoereek.
but what man care* to do that without
cottage on Tenney hill and left for ber Herrick as a barber shop.
be returned home with bis eyes stickpit able home to an invited party Thanks- j Tbe death of A. K.
some assurance that be la not to be
home in New York.
ing out to exclaim:
Miss Evelyn Gray, who has been teachDevereux, o( lift
giving day.
“Ma, Mist Lee was crying when 1 turned down?
Misa Fanny B. Hinckley has closed her ing in Aroostook, and Miss Joaie W’est, of
-ainotne, brought sadness to hia friend*
be
la
a
are
"MIsa
Raker
C.
Cole
and
wife
Edwin
lovely
girt”
receiving
Box*
went
and
has
to
In!”
gone
house on Main street
lere.
Castine, arrived Saturday to visit their
said after a pause.
"Any man who congratulations upon the birth of a son,
“Is It possible?"
bury to spend the winter.
District Superintendent Pslisdino prssparents
make
the
would
ber
I
think
30.
wins
born
Nov.
hap"Yes: 1 caught her at It"
Mrs. Mary C. Peters and grandson,
rhed Sunday afternoon at the Hunter
Mrs. S. H. Dority and Anna Dority are
it’s
auburn,
hair
isn't
Her
red,
"Was she just crying or boobooing?" py
Mrs. Lizzie Wilson returned Monday
John Horton, spent several days last week in Rockland. Mtss Etta Young, of North
ic bool bouse.
"She was crying and rubbing her and I never noticed any freckles on from Ellsworth, where she bas been visitin Bar Harbor with Joaiab Horton and
Brookiin, will be in the central office dur- back
Boy E. Webster, with bi* wife and son
her
face."
agin the edge of a door."
ing relatives.
family.
ing their absence.
Vrvard, of Isles boro, spent Itat week at his
“I dare say she la a beautiful char
’’Heaven save ns! 1 can understand
Winter
Miss
Beatrice
of
Barrett
and
Pendleton,
Edward E. Chase, jr.. Basil
Md home.
The people of this place are enjoying that she might be
crying over so many actes Tbat'a what yon want, I sup Harbor, bas been visiting her cousin, Miss
Maynard Grindle. of tbe University of some excellent moving pictures every deaths in the
Artber P. Goilford spent Than k#giving
bat wbat on pose, and If yon are color blind she Nellie Wilson.
family,
at
Maine, spent tbe Thanksgiving recess
Thursday evening, under the management earth was she rubbing her back for?"
would suit yon very welL"
i*y with Li* family, returning Fnd*y to
home.
Mim Hunt and Henry HamUton and V’inalhaveii.
of the Pleasant Amusement Co., of Win“1 don't see what she has to do with
“It Itched probably." replied her busTbe first extra at the dancing school terport.
I didn’t bring ber family were Thanksgiving guests of Dr.
this conversation.
band.
Miss Margaret Conner, of Uutine. apeat
Bragg and wife.
will be held Friday, Dec. 6. Tbe public
J. A. Cloason and Mrs. Harriett Clough
“It probably didn’t do anything of into it"
1 few day* test week at the
borne of her
Mr. Monaghan entertained J. W.
will be admitted at 9.
She
W.
tone.
John
a
of
a
miffed
student
Cosaid
this
in
He
Stinson, jr.,
Paris, Henry Kenney, the sort There’s a mystery here, and
ancle, W. G. Conner.
baa a ctaaa of fifty-two.
burn
was
time
to
classical
is
home
for
that
it
the
tighten
institute,
Miss Jennie Clough, and L S. Candage
I’m going to try to get to the bottom recognised
Mrs Mary D. Conner has gone to Casting
H.
Dec. 2.
the line a bit—the Bah might get off the Thanksgiving recess.
and family with a turkey dinner at their of It"
lo spend tbe winter with ber daughter
didn't
do
home Sunday.
any Jerking
After breakfast Mrs. Partridge made hook. Rut she
Harvard Colwell, Norman and Lydia Mrs.
Augustus Coombs.
PENOBSCOT.
"Are yon going to the tennis tournaShaw are home from Higgins classical inWilliam Eaton, of Ellsworth, W'iley an excuse to drop In and aee for berMr*. M. 8. Bridge#, of Penobecot. visited
on
week
last
was
in
on
she
asked.
J. B. Sellers
Bangor
Saturday?”'
aelf. Tbe spinster’s eyes showed that ment
stitute for vacation.
Co nary and wife, of Bucksport, Clarence
ber parents, Capt. Edwin Ordway sod
business.
“1 don't know. I'm not especially InMrs. K. E. Robinson has gone to Bar
Meservey and wife, of Bloehill Falls, Mrs. she bad been weeping. She also bewife, several days recently.
terested in tennis just now.”
Jasper Leach, of Bucksport seminary, Hattie Eaton, Alice Eaton and Elmer Day gan to bitch a boat
Harbor to vialt her niece, Mrs. L. B.
Tbe entertaining of their entire family
“Got anything on your mind?"
“Yon are like a cow In flytime. Nanspent his Thanksgiving recess with hia were recent guests at Irving Candage’s.
untU
after Christmas.
Deasy,
at tbe home of Daniel Webster sod wile
“Nothing particular—1 mean noth
S.
cy. 1’ye known yon for fifteen years,
uncle, Otis Leach.
| Dec. 2.
Daniel
and
wife
went
to
Bar
Capt.
Deasy
on Thanksgiving day was a pleasant event.
and if you are In trouble I want to lag that should make me stay away
B. Condon, of
Merle Bridges and S.
EAST EAMUlPiE.
from the tournament Shall I drop in Harbor for Thanksgiving and to be presMrs. Mary L. Leach left last week to
help yon out"
South Penobscot, ieft this morning tor a
ent at the Deasy-Hodgkins wedding Nov.
I Capt. E. B. Smith is quite ill.
"But I’m not In trouble. One feels for you as I go by?"
visit friends in BloshUI and Ellsworth behunting trip in the Maine woods.
30.
“I'm not sure I’ll go."
fore going to Maaaachoaetts tor the winB. L. Smith has closed his bungalow and lonely once In awhile, and then the
Tbe ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
Mrs. Elisabeth Hamilton returned home
“No; I have a partial engagement
tears come.”
ter.
church will hold its annual sale at tbe gone to Boston.
from
Steuben
after
a
of
visit
sevFriday,
"Yea; I know bow it la, and I’ta glad for Saturday."
The sad news is received of the death of
Otis Googins has gone to Cambridge,
town hall Monday evening, Dec. 9.
eral
weeks
with
her daughter, Mrs. C. C.
“Oh! The men don't have to work
Run Into my
it's no worse for you.
Mrs. Ada Joyos at her borne in Brockton,
winter.
lor
the
Mass.,
shocked
to
was
Baker.
The community
greatly
They have a
bouse any time Yon know you’re al- Saturday afternoons
Mast., after a brief illness of pneumonia.
Mrs. Dyer Young and ton George are
learn of tbe death ot Mrs. Ada Joyce,
chance to dally with their sweethearts
Tbe boys and men of the village enjoyed
ways welcome."
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Cooking under modem

methods and
attractive the whole
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family becoming
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